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INTRODUCTION

Although much has heen written on patterns of labor

In West Africa, there are no studies which are devoted

primarily to the social aspects of labor unions.

The purpose of this thesis is to try to determine

to what extent the trade union movement has been affected,

modified, or irifluonced by traditional economic, social,

and political systems in Ghana and Nigeria. It will be

necessary to consider first the major factors which have

had a direct bearing upon the traditional and modern

economic systems before the place of the trade union in .

the scheme can be assessed, therefore, the thesis will

include some descriptiva data on traditional economic

attitudes in Ghana and Nigeria and a comparison of these

with the economic attitudes reQuired for industrialization.

Then the changes in attitudes and patterns of labor, which

have accrued over time due to the impact of industriali

zation, will be treated. It will also be necessary to

contrast the organization and function of traditional and

modern economic associations In order to determine wl^st

influence these have had upon each other.

The study of trade unionism in Nigeria and Ghana is

of Interest for several reasons. 1h® concept of trade



unioniam and the basic philosophy behind it was entirely a

foreign import* It has not superseded or replaced any

economic association previously in existence in the tradi

tional economic syst^s of Ghana and Nigeria, Moreover, at

the time of its introduction, trade unlonlma was not modi

fied in any way to adjust to the needs of #©st African labor.

Labor unions were established and organiaed in virtually the

sAme form and for the seme function as in B^ngland, Second,

although trade unionimn was introduced in the sam® form,

under the same legislation, and at approximately the same

time in both Ghana and Nigeria, its subsequent development

has net been similar, A final point is that since the concept

of organized protest was generally inconceivable to the tradi

tional societies of Ghana end Nigeria, the reasons behind

its acceptance or rejection are important in consideration

of culture change and adaptation.

At the present time, however, there are several prob

lems or difficulties in a comparative study of labor unionism

in West Africa and these may be summarized as followsi

1, Throughout Africa, except in South Africa and

Nigeria, the trade union movement has oeen active only since

the end of the Second World War. As yet, few detailed

studies have been made of this ©merging social phenomenon.

2, Neither the governmenta of Ghana end Nigeria nor

the trad© unions have kept complete records of the early

stages of unionization.

3. Ihere is also great difficulty in eliciting



eurrsnt Infomatlon from trad© unions in Wast Afjpica. Part

of the legacy of colonialism is a distrust of any person who

is in any way connected with or assumed to he connected with

the former colonial power. By extension, this distrust often

applies to Suro-Americans in general.

4. Information volunteered hy labor ursions is often

faulty or incompletej for example, memherahip figures are

generally Inflated.

5. Pinally, there Is a lack of trained personnel

available and Interested, in the areas under consideration,

who are qualified to undertake a study of this kind.



CHAPTER I

POPULATIOU AND URBANIZATION

of Ghana and

The latest census figures available show the popula

tions of Ghana and Nigeria to be, respectively, 6,690,700

and 36,625,000, Figures are available indicating the

population breakdown by regions for each country (Ghana, The

Central Bureau of Statistics Sept, 1961il and, Nigeria,

Federal Office of Statistics Oct, 1961:3), For Ghana the

figures are: Southern Ghana, including the Volta Region,

3,710,800; Ashanti Region, 1,697,300; Northern Region,

1,282,100, For Nigeria the figures are: Northern Region,

19,877,000; Western Region, 7,119,000; Eastern Region,

8,377,000; Southern Cameroons, 875,000; and Lagos Town

ship, 579,000.

Each of these countries contains a great number of

large and small tribal groups, distinguished largely by

cultural and/or linguistic differences. In Nigeria, the

number of tribal groups is very high; there are over one-

hundred and fifty separate tribal groups of leas than

10,000 members each. Of these, about one-third have less

than 1,000 members. Approximately two-thirds of Nigeria's



population, however, are meiabers of the four major tribal

1
groups. In the Northern Region, the majority belong to the

Hausa and Pulanl peoples; in the Eastern Region, to the Ibo;

and in the fiestern Region to the Yoruba tribe.

In Ghana, linguistic and cultural differences are not

as evident. There is a much greater degree of cultural homo

geneity, especially in the southern regions. Even so, there

are many grouns politically conscious of their own cultural

history and homogeneity. In the two southern regions, the

peoples are separated on dialectal and political grounds and

are conscious of a territorial unity. In this area the major

groups are made up of the Akan speaking peoples number

about 1,255,000 (Manouklan 1950iH), the Iwe speaking peoples

who number approximately 514,935 (Manouklan 1952:10) and

the Ga-Adangme speaking peoples for wliom no figures are

available. In the northern region, linguistic and cultural

diversity is more evident (Manoukian 1951; Rattray 1932).

For example, there are at least thirty-three tribal groups

which can be placed in either one or the other of the two

major language families in this area (Manoukian 1951:7-9).

Much of the diversity of cultural types, in this area, is

directly attributable to the fact that geographically it is

1, Tlie papulation figures by tribe are as follows: (Invest
ment in Nigeria 1957:1611 :
Hausa

Ibo

Yoruba

Pulani

Kanuri

,. 5,548,000
5,484,000
5,046,000

,, 5,041,000
1,301,000

Iblblo ...
Tlv

Edo .••

767,000
791,000
518,000

Others ••• 8,551,000



a transitional zone between the Sahara Desert to the north

and the tropical forest, to the south,

Economically, many of Ghana's and Migerla's tribal

groups show a great deal of homogeneity. With little varia

tion, the traditional economy can be categorized under four

general headings namely agriculture, fishing, animal hus

bandry, and ffilscellaneouB crafts, such as woodworking and

metal working. Each, however. Is not mutually exclusive of

the others, and all four industries often occupy the time of

a single Individual or his family. In a few cases there is

specialization. For exsoaple, some of the Pulanl groups are

exclusively cattle raisers (Stenning 1959), Of the four

occupations, nevertheless, agriculture Is the primary economic

pursuit.

Politically, great divergence in form is evident.

This ranges in S'iBiinistrative fom from councils of elders,

as among the lb© peoples In Hlgerla, to the large confed

eracies and states such as the Ashanti in Ghana and the

Yoruba and Nupe in llgerla, Even with this divergence,

when it concerns the land and customary obligations, Ulas

(1955s95) remarks that.

It is clear that whatever the difference in
nomenclature and in spite of the varying degrees
of political and cultural levels of the several
ethnic groups,,,, there la a comparable uni
formity, in essentials, of the privileges and
responsibilities of the governing or adminis
trative authorities over land and Its use,

basic concern of this paper is with trade unionism,

which Is largely an urban phenomenon* Since this does not



imniedlately concern rural coinmuijlties and since the more

modern urhanlzed sectors differ to a large extent politi

cally, socially and economically from the traditional way

of life, it is unnecessary to elucidate tiie varied mani

festations of traditional life in its rural setting. Thus

the attention of this paper will center on urban areas and

their inhabitants.

Urban Centers

There are several probl^is in the study of African

urban areas. One stems frcas the lack of adequate statis

tical material available in urban surveys, and another is

due to ttie lack of an adaquate definition of what consti

tutes an urban center, for, as Buchanan and {1955s 63)

note, in West Africa

Many of these lack the basic services and func
tions which constitute the criteria of an urban
area in the west, and their population is often
dominantly agricultural, working In the sur
rounding countryside during at least part of the
year*

On the whole, urban centers have been separated from rural

communities on either a basis of density and aise or on a

basis of function* The definition of loa urban area, com

monly used is

..•a relatively large, dense, and permanent set
tlement of socially heterogeneous individuals
(Wlrth 1938tl)*

The functional method divides urban centers into such

oatagorles as production centers, oosKaaercial centers, po

litical capitals, cultural centers, health or recreation



centers, and diversifioa cities {Gist and Mlbart 1956i

6-10).

For Nigeria as a whole, Buchanan and Pugh have

used the first method, sotting the arbitrary dividing

line of a concentration of population at 10,000 persons.

The figures derived from this ̂ ow that for Nigeria there

are sixty*tnwj urban centers which have a population of

between 10,000 and 50,000 persona and eleven towns with

a population of over 50,000, Nigeria*s urban population

amounts to about 2,500,000 persona or one^ninth of the

total popiilation. In Ghana, in 1948, as by comparison,

fourteen percent of the population lived in towns of over

5,000 persona (Balandier 1956i495), The urban popula

tion of Nigeria csai be regionally contrasted, la the

Western Region about thirty*five percent of the popula*

tion are town dwellers, ^]^s Region also accounts for

about one-half of the total urban population in all of

Nigeria* Hie Eastern Region is said t» have seven percent

of its population living in urban centers, and in tlie

NorthewEi Region this figure drops to four percent. In

both Nigeria and Ghana, the highest percentage of urbani

sation Is concentrated in the southern regions, especially

along the coast,
I

Although til are are many urban centers in Nigeria

and Ghana, they are not all similar in either form or

function, Yery generally, four diverse types of urban

centers can be classified, traditional agricultural.



traditional commeroial, modern cojumorciali, and a^dom

Industrial#

Th© traditional agrloultural town is typical of

Itiose whioh oxlstod prior to tô poan <K>nt©ct and still

oxist in some areas# Limited for the most part to areas

and groups which hare a centralized political structure,

this type can ho found throughout most regions of Ghana

and Nigeria# The towns' populations are basically hoiao««»

geneous# Subalstonc® is based upon agriculture# The

residents are alloted lands surrounding the town Itself#

Traditionally, the population concentration was formed

as a defenslre measure, and as a result the town was

usually walled# oaie towns are very crowded, the compounds

c0.osely padked, and no, or very little, town planning

is in erldence# Bkaffiplos are the old Toruba town of

Ilorin in the lestam Region of Nigeria and Old Anchou

In the Northern Region of Nigeria# Old Anohou

#*,illustrates admirably the character of the
smaller northern settlements.,#.the compact
character of the settlement, closely confined
wltoin its sheltering walls and girdle of marsh;
this dofenslTO clustering of population is a
legacy of the unsettled conditions of pro-
British days and results in phenomenally high
densities#, .{Buchanan md Pugh 195Ss64)#

The basis of to© economy of the traditional eom*^

mereial town is still agrloulturc# The way of life and

the structiire of to© town are still traditionally oriented#

In fom, there is rery little differsnc© between this

type and those towns of toe first category# 0oiao differ*

©noes, however, have been observed which because of their



presence, change the status and nature of the town in both

foreign and indigenous eyes. Th& town is usually larger

than the former type. It Is often the political capital

where tiie paramount chief as well as many of tihe minor chiefs

reside. Here there are accumulated many full-time, paid

artisans who serve the needs of the upper class residing

within the city walls. These artisans work for and are paid

by the chiefs. All trade and ooramerce is handled as a govern

ment or chiefly monopoly. This type of town is the adminis

trative, religious, military and commercial center within

the tribal or national boundrles. Examples of traditional

commercial centers are Kumasl in Ghana, the caoital of the

old Ashantl Confederacy and Oyp, the capital of Yoruhaland

in Higeria,

Modern commercial towns have been built up by Euro

peans and are basically modeled on European plans. They are

comparatively new, well laid out and usually less crowded.

They form not only the coimercial center for European and

African trade but also function as administrative centers.

They may have been built primarily as an administrative

center onto which a commercial nucleus has grown, such as

the administrative and transportation center, Kaduna, in

the Northern Region of Nigeria, The population in such

towns includes a large number of government employees.

Another typical example on a larger scale is Ibadan In the

Western Region and Kano City in the Northern Region In

Nigeria, They both are composed of separate but overlap-



ping parts and consist of the remains of the old tradi

tional ooinmerclal sector onto which has been constructed the

new section which <x>ntains most of the modern industrial,

commercial and admlnistratiye units of the citj (Buchanan

and. Pugh 1955tlbldan, 68, Kano City, 72),

Modern industrial towns like Jos in the Northern Region

and Enugu in the Eastern Region of Nigeria were created and

built up, for the moat part, bj Europeans around some special

ised type of industry, tin and coal mining respectively in

the above eases. Attached to this nucleus are native towns

1^1oh sprang up as a result of & wage-seeking population

influx from various areas. In both this type and the modern

commercial type, the towns are marked by a wide diversity of

building styles and by the presence of a trlbally hetero

geneous population,

Trade unions tend to form and grow in urban areas, but

the type of urban area is of great Importance, In the tradi

tional agricultural centers, the economic reserve la tied to

the land, Agrictalture tends to be an individual rather than
1

a collective enterprise* Imployer-employee relationships

are usually absent except in the few cases of seasonal employ

ment of migrant laborers. Therefore, collective action for

Hie betterment of working conditions was not formed in these

In this sense, individual is rendered to mean the family
group whidi works as one and which has certain rights to
land-use in perpetuity, granted as an oral contract or
simply because of long standing membership in the commu
nity.



ai*das* In the traditional conHnerclal centers of the past»

the beginninga of collective action are to b© fownd. These

were composed of artisans, collectively grouped according

to specific occupations# Since these artisans produced only

for a special minority of the population, because of the

traditional-religious origins of the trades and because of

certain benefits to be derived from the craft practiced,

they were not In a position to bargain for better conditions.

In the modern commercial ana the moaern Industrial

communities, the quantity and quality of material goods

increased to a degree previously unlmagined, Ihe increase,

along with other factors, played an important part in

changing the lives of the indigenous population. These

other factors are:as followss

1, The most important change was the high standard

of living Introduc^ci by the IvUropeans and the African's

desire to emulate it.

2# With the building of industry and cowmierce, there

developed a need for both unskilled and skilled labor,

S, The employer-employee work relations that developed

were largely Impersonal and there was little regard given to

labor conditions.

4. The work force, in many cases, consisted of persons

of various backgrounds,

5. Finally, Job competition became very strong and a

need for protecting those Jobs became vital#

Under these conditions, labor organization began to develop



and grow«

As In the traditional society, the urban population can

be separated into a nuiab®? of strata, but tlie basis for this

structuring is not the seaie. For example, in tiie rural areas

status la baaed primarily upon such factors as age, secular

or religious office held, land ownership, ana prestige gained

from positions held in certain traditional orgonlEatlons. In

the urban areas other factors alter or render obsolete these

rural values. Status here depends upon such factors as the

wage earning position held, educational and technical back

ground, religious affiliation, political ratha? than tribal

affiliation, and the accumulation of material goods, especially

of foreign import, A multi-class structure arises in the

urban centers because of these factors which do not exist In

the rural areas where political, econoitiic and social activity

is more limited.

Most urban centers are unofficially divided into a

ntaaber of distrlctai commercial and industrial, residential

for native, European and non-European ti^ite. This is not to

say that the division of peoples is enforced by law but

rather has its basis in personal preference. The native

residential area la often divided into a number of sub

divisions, often overlapping, #:;ich correspond to ethnic

similarities. Each subdistrict or ward is controlled by an

appointed or elected official whose main responsibilities

are to see to the orderly conduct of the peoples of the ward

and to serve as a minor unauthorized court of law. He also



functions as an acting representatlv© to thos# outsid© the

wa$"«a and those in ©they way da* ©iyou^i the wand leaders

Kost of the inter^ward dealings are resolved, lard leader

ship is officially recognized in most municipalities although

the position la without any real legal or political authority.

Relations between separate tribal units within the

urban areas are governed by several factorss

!• Ihe degree of cultural and linguistic affinity

that exists between two peoples,

2, The traditional relationship between tribal units

in the rural setting,

5, The sis© of the tribal unit witiiin the urban area,

4, The degree of political dominance within the urban

area.

' i ir ^



CHAPTER II

THE DISTRIBUTION OP LABOR

Lord Hailey (1957j1361) remarks about the distribu

tion of labor thati

On the whole, it may be said*.,that the greater
part of the indigenous population is engaged in
its own sub si stance economy, A further but
smaller proportion devotes itself mainly to the
production of marketable commodities, and only
a comparatively small proportion is dependent
solely on wage-earning.

Statistics have been compiled for Nigeria and Shana

which, although Inadequate in some resoects, do in general

point out how labor is distributed, Ihe results of these

studies indicate that the majority of working males are

engaged In agriculture and occupations related to agricul

ture, In Nigeria, for example, seventy-eight percent of the

male population, in 1952-1953, were so engaged, remain

ing twenty-two percent were found engaged in various other

occupations as listed in Table 1, These figures, however,

tend to be misleading and do not show the numbers actually

engaged in lacor for wages. The majority of those listed

under occupational group headings are in reality either In

business for themselves or are working for establishments

which hire less than ten workers and so are excluded from
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Tatol© 1, Prlmapy.Occupations of African Men - (1952-53 Census

f Occ tion Number of Workers Percent

Agriculture, forestry
and husbandry. 6,469,000 78

Graftamen, all grades
producing articles
for manufacture. 508,000

Traders and employees
engaged in commerce. 492,000

All government employees
and professional workers 231,000

Other Occupations. 584,000

Total 8,284,000 100

Source I Economic 1959*108.

government surveys. As shown In Tables 2 and 5, only one

and one-third percent, approximately 478,344 persons, of the

population of Nigeria are engaged in wag© labor and only six

percent, or 292,022 persons, In Ghana, Of this wage-labor

force, men form the imajority of workers. In Nigeria, ninety-

seven percent of the labor force are males, in Ghana ninety-

four percent are men. The paucity of women in the wage-

labor field is in the main due to the women^s traditional

preference to engage in Independent trading. Another reason

Is the greater adaptability and aptitude of the males for

work in heavy Industry, such as coal mining, stevedoring and

truck driving. A final factor which should be taken into

account Is the greater opoortunlty for males to receive

educational and technical training which results in their



T«"ble 2. BKoloyment in Nigeria by Type
Sox and Region.

of Eteoloyer, Industry,

Government remmer Total

Agriculture, etc. 10,248 35,168 45,416

Mining and quarrying 49,506 49,506

Manufacturing 5,535 24,158 29,693

Construction 62,926 60,920 123,846

Electricity, etc. 4,289 5.633 10,122

Commerce 45 , 291 45.698

Transport, eommuni*
cations, etc.

Services

11,114

109,858

37,542

12,931

48,686

122,789

Miscellaneous 2,243 2,618

Total 206,620 271,724 478,344

Of whichj

Male 199,013 266,751 465,764

Female 7,607 4,973 12,580

Lagos 24,064 71,556 95,620

Northern Region 77,269 73,472 160,741

Western Region

Eastern Region

51,036

45.162

45,394

53,005

96,430

98,167

Cameroons 9,089 28,297 37,386

Sourcei Nigeria, Federal Office of Statistics Oct. 1960:81.



Tttol© 3. aaployment In Ghana hy Type of Snployer, Industry,
and Sex.

Government Non-Government Total

Agriculture,
forestry, etc.

Mining and Quarrying,

Manufacturing.

Construction.

Electricity, etc.

Ctommerce.

Transport, comnuni-
cation and storage.

Services,

Total

29,436

25,413

9,373

20,322

48,644

133,801

14,193

32,996

20,704

25,299

29,133

8,674

27,021

158,220

Of which:

Male 128,818 145,752

Female 4,118 7,578

Sources Ghana, The Central Bureau of Statistics March
1960s2,



preferenttLifcl hiring hy oaployero.

Tables B and 5 list the number of wage-earners

within each type of industry. The figures have also bean

broken doim to show whether the work is performed under

government or non-government auspices. In Ghana, private

employment figures account for forty-nine percent of the

working population while the remaining fifty-one percent

are divided among c<Kitral and local governments and publi©

1
boards and corporations. In Nigeria, fifty-four percent

are i^loyed in non-governmental enterprises tdille forty-

six percent are employed directly by the government. Aa

can readily be seen, more than fifty percent of the wage-

labor is in government service of some sort. In a break

down by industry (Table 4) for Ghana and Nigeria, the per

centage figures ihow no major differences In occupational

groups except in those of agriculture and construction.

In agriculture, this can be attributed, in all probability,

to the presence of fewer large commercial farms in Nigeria

as well as the greater number of cocoa farmers In Ghana

who are In a position to hire extra wage-labor. In the con

struction field, the reasons are less obvious. No causes

can be directly correlated other than that preference

plays a greater part in the expense of national Income on

construction in Nigeria than in Ghana. Another reason

1. These latter are quasi-public development and manage
ment boards which have bean separated from regular
governmental operations In order to show how much of
government expenditures are going into enterprises,
sudi as government-owned mines and plantations.



might pe3?haps b® that HigeMa was behind in constTOCtioni,

relative to Ghana.

IS

saa£Kdis35

of ind

Agriculture, forestry, etc.

Manufacturing.

Niger!

Mie eavF

Cons true tloru

iidectricity, etc

Commerce.

Tranaoortation

Services

Miscellan©

Total

Ghana

Sourcej The Table was compiled from figures given in Tables
2 and 3 of this thesis.

As a result of the low literacy rat© and the lack of

industrial development In both Ghana and Nigeria, the majority

of workers fall into the unskilled class* Unskilled labor

accounts for fifty-three percent of the labor force in Nigeria

and forty-four percent in Ghana (Roperj1958:20)• Bals is not

to say, however, that the higher occupatiohal roles are

closed to the African, but rather that due to his inexperience,

lack of education, and assumed lack of responsibility, these

jobs are not easily available (Perham 1948:96). Statistics



■Rihlch give Bome indication of tb© numbers of employees,la

definite occupational positions are not available for Qhana,

However, they do exist for Hlgerlan labor, ana it probably

can be assumed that the percentages would be close to those

for Ghana. Caution must be urged in considering the higher

occupational positions listed in Table 5, for they Include

both Africans and aaropeans.

igerl

rcent*w:
»■ tit

Managerial, administrative
and brofessional 10.160

7,581Technical and supervisory

62,476Clerks, shop assistants, etc.

13.630Foremen, chargehands, ©to

47,744Artisans

78,377Skilled labor

238.428Unskilled labor

6,643Apprenti ces

465,039Total

Sources Economic rla 1959jl

lermenent wage labor has been legally defined, in

ligeria, to Include those who work at least twenty days a

month. Casual labor includes not only those working less

than a standard number of days per month but also those who

seek seasonal or short-time work. Herd Hallej (1957:1384)



not®a that r.ioat labor is taken on a aliort term basis. For

example, In the mines of the Gold Coast there was a one-

hundred percent turnover in underground workers in on® year,

with thirty percent signing contracts for less than six

months. 'There are several reasons for the higher percentage

of casual laborers:

1, Because of the close tie of agricultural produc

tion to Industrial production and because of the seasonal

nature of the agricultural industries, the work year is

cycli cal.

workers are •*target workers" whose employ

ment tends to be sporadic, depending upon individual needs

and wants. Furthermore, laborers use wage-labor as a means

to supplement agricultural Income and then only during slack

agricultural periods {Hadel 1942:307),

3. The lack of industrial development and the lack of

large scale year-arcund industries capable of absorbing a

large permanent staff reduces the number of available perma

nent positions,

4, The fluctuating demand for products is also a

factor contributing to employmant instability.

Thus, most labor is part-time and of short duration, working

only during peak periods of production,

A further classification can be drawn among the

varying degrees of skill of workmen as well as job prefer

ence and their relations to triballma, Wo-p example, in the

tin fields of the Jos Plateau in Nigeria, members of various



tribal groups are presents the Hausa, the Yoruba and the

Ibo, as well as the surrounalng inhabitants of the Plateau,

lork*wls@, they fall into two classest semi-skilied and

unskilled. Moat of the semi-skilled jobs are filled by &e

Yoruba,; Ibo and the Hausa, while the unskilled positions are

taken by the Indigenous peoples and the Hausa, The type of

semi-skilled labor also tends to follow tribal lines. The

Hausa are usually employed as headmen while the Yoruba and

Ibo take jobs requiring some clerical or mechanical skill

(Perham 19!i8J24), The reason behind this Is most likely

that opportunities for acquiring training In these skills

are much greater In the Southern ifegiona where contact with

industrial and commercial firms has occured over a longer

span of time.

The composition of the labor force depends upon the

acquisition of certain basic and technical skills. It also

depends on definite tribal preferences for certain types of

work. There is no reason to presume that the peoples indige-

noua to tiie Plateau area are barred from the skilled and

semi-skilled positions. Because moat of theoi seek work only

after harvest time and as a means to supplement agricultural

income, they do not remain on the job long enough to acquire

the skills.
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APR!CAM ATTITUDES 01 WORK RELATIONSHIPS

The lOTnecliate problem to be csonsidered on the follow

ing pages is the African's concept of two economic systems,

both the traditional and the modern* The views considered

will concern the African's attitudes toward labor in general,

toward employers and supervisors, toward other employeea, and

finally toward labor unions# The ideals and conflicts in

ideals which the African faces when confronted with certain

concepts of labor completely foreign to his traditional

training show clearly in these attitudes.

WJ-iile not ell Africans react similarly to changes in

work habits and attitudes, the greater number of industrial

immigrants are faced with similar new problems# However,

several factors exist vhioh make it easier for the Individ

ual to fit into the industrial circle, such as proximity to

urban and industrial centers, the frequency of first and

secondhand knowledge of industrial practices and methods,

and actual experience through full or seasonal emoloyment#

Attitudes Toward Dabor

The prime need of the majority of lest Africans lis



to ensure an adecjuats and substantial supply of agricultural

products for the inaivioual and his family* The methods of

agricultural production are, on the whole, neiilier difficult

nor complicated, Purthermore, the industry does not require

constant attention or supervision. Time can he taken off in

order to fulfill community or personal obligations without

suffering drastic consequences in the long run, for work at

certain periods can he delayed and completed later. Obliga

tions are moay and so a greater value is placed upon leisure

time as an objective rather than on profit. As a result,

when the biological necessities have been met, the social

necessities can be attended to, Furtiienaore, the mark of a

prosperous farmer is that he does not have to work, but he

has ottiers working for him. As a result, there Is a strong

preference for leisure and inconstant work habits. However,

Herskovita (1960:90) remarks that:

Actually, nonliterat© peoples, like ourselves,
do as much work as they feel they must to meet
the basic demands of getting a living, plus as
much more as their desire to achieve any given
end not encompassed by these basic demands calls
for. Unlike workers in a machine economy, how
ever, they take their ease at their own pleasure.

The judgement of laziness made against the African

laborer overlooks the fact that their motivations are ori

ented in another direction, A greater value is placed upon

leisure rather than upon additional work (Fortes, Steel, and

Ady 1956:94), As Nadel (1942:560) states:

Many forms of enjoyment depend upon leisure:
recreation and aesthetic pleasures} among
the women, the possibility of keeping young



and attractive* They all form part of the
standard of living which is typical of tiie
hi^isat social stratum of Nups, Again,
they become, as such, incentives for Mupe
society at large, and affect the evaluation
of specific occupationa.

In order to attain these goals, the accumulation of

wealth becomes the greatest incentive to labor. In Furope,

the accumulation of v^alth and its reinvestment in capital

goods in order to accumulate more wealth becomes an end in

itself. In otlTier words, persons reinvest their wealth to

extend their economic power or to extend their economic

holdings, and from these flow political and social prestige

and status. In West Africa, bov-'ever, persons turn their

surplus to social and political activity Instead of economic

extensions. In West Africa, also, the concept of what con

stitutes wealth differs from that of Europe. For example,

among the Hausa the accumulation of wealth means more than

just the amassing of a large amount of money. Wealth is a

combination of various tangible and intangible items plus

an indlspenslbl®, essential quality called arziki. Arziki

is used as a general expression of good fortune. It is an

Intangible, elusive quality which cannot be bought or trans

ferred to another. Smith (1955sl4-15^ remarks thats

Hausa say it is largely the gift of God...by
which is meant that fortunate combination of
circumstances as well as individual effort,
acumen and personal charm are together, th®
essential orerequlsites of arziki - while
they GontSnue together, arziki continuesj
when they cease to cohere, arziki withdraws,
and left to his own Individual resources,
the forraerly fortunate man rapidly loses th®
last traces of his fortune.



In Europe, varying degrees of social prestige are

directly correlated with the amount of wealth accumulated#

In West Africa this is not so. Prestige and status are

gained through the direct expenditure of earnings In socially

approved ways and on socially acceptable products. These

Include investment of capital in human labor which will insure

a life of leisure, holding lavish kinship feasts, the giving

of expensive presents and extending liberal hospitality,

especially to members of one's kindred, through hl^ marriage

payments as well as the number of wives, and finally. Invest

ment In beautiful clothes, the ownership of a means of trans

portation and the means to travel widely (Nadel 1942x365?

Smith 1955x14). These attitudes on the concept of wealth,

its accumulation and expenditure, are still today regarded

as Important to »clal status and prestige.

When these attitudes are carried over into the indus

trial scene, they come into conflict with attitudes quite

different but at the same time quite necessary to efficient

industrial production. Industry requires certain standards,

One of the most Important is thje development of en ethic

for sustained Incentive to work. Other standards are that

there roust be Industrial planning, saving and Investing to

meet certain production goals. On the workers' part? they

must appear at work regularly at a given time and for a

given period every day. They must have a motive for work,

a reason for doing it, whether it be for personal or national

interest. Hiey must attain a certain degree of literacy.



And finally, thore muat.b© built up and sustained an accumu

lation of skills (Kerr, Harbison, Eunlop and Myers 1960s238-

239)

The IncSuatrialized African at the present time is con

stantly in conflict with two forces, the traditional and the

modern social structure# When the demand upon the African

to meet his social obligations outweighs his initiative or

incentive to work, as it often does under the conditions

set by management, conflict occurs. The duty to fulfill

social obligations usually wins and is one of the causes for

the high rate of absonteoism among the African laixsr force

(Hodgkin 1958:121-122). As Lord Hailey (1957:1235) remarks;

,.,it ^jould be noted that the African at work
In the towns loses the leisure and the social
occupations which are part and parcel of his
village way of life. The peasant farmer la to
a large extent his own taskmaster, and within
the limits set by his subsistance needs and his
processes of production h® can plan his own
working life. The freedom to take his leisure
vAasn he chooses and to co-operate in the social
and religious ceremonies of the village community
is not a negligible acMition to the real income
of the African villager, although it is not
measurable. It is significant that his demand
for leisure would seem to take precedence ovar
his demand for material goods, A recent economic
survey (Gallettl, Baldwin, & Din®, Nignrlan Cocoa
Farmora, 1956, p. 294) of the cocoa-producing
areas of Nigeria,#*found that the average amount
of time spent at work throughout the year 1951-52
was 209 days for a man and 242 days for a woman.
A proportion of the remaining time was spent in
funerals, weddings, and other aocial occasions,
and some of the idleness was enforced by the
seasonal nature of the agricultural task. But
when allowance is mads for all these factors
there is a substantial residue of voluntary
unemployment #iich was chosen in preference to
a gainful occupation.

To combat the traditional work patterns ana to replace



with ones which are structured upon lines necessary for

industidal development has been one of the main concerns of

both Ghana and Nigerla, Ghana, because of Its more central

ized form of government, has been much more effective than

Nigeria in bringing about this conversion. In order to meet

the ends desired and In order to undermine the dependency of

the African on traditional sources, the Convention People's

Party now in power in Ghana has set up social welfare pro

grams under government control. It Is hoped that these

programs will provide sufficient incentive to the urban

worker to release him from traditional obligations and trans

fer his allegience to the central government. Various means

to alter the traditional view of the African have been tried

by the government,

1* Ihrough the establishment of social welfare agencies

and cooperative associations, under government control and

supervision, it Is hoped to establish a relationship between

the govermaent and the individual comparable to the tradi

tional environment. The government attempts thereby to

create a dependency on the part of the African toward the

state for the relief of his immediate wants. An example of

this type of organization is the Ghana Co-operative Insurance

Society, Ltd., (Labour July 1960:26)

,,,a scheme under which.,,(the farmer and worker),.,
might get greater protection, social security and
better living.

The insurance program offers such schemes as endow

ment policies for ten, fifteen, and twenty-five years, old



age policies, dtiildr-en's educafeional policies, and general

insurance on buildings and vehicles,

S, Politically, the emphasis is on the establish*

ment of a dependency of the individual upon the central

government in general and the Convi-ntlon People's Party in

particular as the only agencies from whom all social and

material benefits can come. In order to accomplish this end,

the central government has placed little reliance upon the

authority of traditional tribal officials and has In fact

done much to curtail their power and influence in public

affairs. Concerning this. Ward (1958s343) says of Ghana

that:

I'he country had never altogether liked the 1925
arrang®nent under which paramount chiefs sat in
the legislature to represent the provincial
council of chiefs...But the C.PiP, had another
reason If or wanting to exclude tiie native authori
ties from the central legislature and to confine
them to local government. On the whole, the
native authorities represented the old order,
whereas the C,P.P, represented the new. Ihs
clilefs and their elders were bound to think of
libations and sacrifices and religious ritual,
of precedence and ceremonial, of native custom
ary law, of local Interest and of the tradi
tional and stately manner of doing things. It
was their duty. And it was not easy for th^
to combine this essential duty with respon
sibilities to the nation as a whole. Moreover,
there was an unfortunate cleavage between these
members of the state councils and the younger
educated irasn. The interests of educated men
usually lay outside tribal affairss in a
career of western type or in national uolltica.
Conservative elders were reluctant to admit
eoucated men to membership of the councils, and
were especially distrustful of an educated chief
,,,To the C,P#P, the presence in the Assembly of
thirty-seven meadaers (total of 64 in 1952) rep
resenting this essentially conservative and



traditional outlook could be nothing but a
hindrance to its efforts to modernize the
country.

3# Through various forms of propaganda which have

been designed expressly to create confidence In the acts of

the central government. It Is hoped to encourage greater

dependence on Its agencies. The benefits the worker can

expect to be entitled to, if he conforms to government and

trade union labor specifications and regulations, are fre

quently pointed out In government and trade union publi

cations,^ For example. Dr. Nkrumah had advocated that

(Labour August 1960:8)i

In co-operation with the Trade Union Congress,
a systematic programme of incentives will be
worked out in matters of promotion for exem
plary work done, decoration for outstanding
worker (sic), cash bonus and publicity for
Individual human effort. It will be part of
the government's policy to organize training
within industry and establish vocational
schools for workers, iith the re-organiza
tion of the Congress and the Government sup
port, sanatoria and holiday resorts at the
seaside will be built for workers and farmers.

And finally, the Trade Union Congress claims as one

of the benefits which a m^ber of the trade union can expect

(Labour August 1960:19):

A social insurance scheme...to give medical
aid to members and their families in case of

illness and to provide other social benefits
such as relief in accident, disablement,
distress and unemployment.

All these ways are meant to encourage a stable and

permanent supply of wage-labor with few traditional ties or

1. Examples in cartoon form are presented on the following
pages.
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obligations. The tendenc;^ is to make the Individual worker

dependent upon fulfilling hia own needa and at the same

time to realign his attitudes and concepts toward labor so

as to coincide with the goals of the central government,

that is, to create a modern industrial state in the short

est period of time possible.

In Nigeria, however, the situation differs. There

has been little attempt on ttie govern»nt's part to dominate

the worker or to ^jange his traditional attitudes toward

labor. One of the reasons for this is perhaps that in Nigeria,

unlike Ghana, the traditional authorities still maintain a

strong hold in government circles, both regionally and feder

ally, The ties, the feelings and the prejudices as well as

regional self-interest still predominate. Under such a

system, a strong central authority is virtually impossible

and few are willing to give over regional rights to a central

body. As a result each region becomes concerned with its own

economic development and very little in die way of a central

ized body of labor legislation is formulated. Furthermore,

the acceptance of modern industrial Ideals, causing a loss

of some measure of traditional authority and threatening

traditional ideals and attitudes is bound to be resisted.

As long as modern industry does not insist upon disrupting

traditional values and attitudes, it will be tolerated. In

the event that it forms a threat to the traditional authority,

as manifest in the regional and federal governments. Indus

trial development can expect no help by way of government



legislation* At the preaont time, the development of wovk

habits acceptable by modem Industrial standards has been

left to individual trade unions anu modern business enter

prises with little interference or help from the local or

national governments. In the long run, this lack of interest

on the government's part will lead to a much slower rate of

Industrialization. However, industrial development in

Nigeria can both be helped and hindered by this lack of

government interest. On the positive side, because of the

lack of a restrictive body of labor legislation, a favorable

atmosphere for the further establishment of conaaerclal and

manufacturing enterprises can be created. On the negative

side, however, little effort will be made by the govern

ment to altar traditional attitudes or work patterns.

Attitudes Toward

On the #iole, the African laborer, particularly the

seasonal and unskilled laborer, has little conceotion of

Industrial practices or goals. He is unfamiliar with the

relation he should have to his employer, in the Western amae*

The modem employer usually stands as a person who is

estranged from the general milieu of African labor, who

lives and works apart, always in luxurious surroundings In

the African's opinion. He commands and is entitled to a

great deal of respect and prestige because of his wealth,

education, type of v/ork performed, and inherent authority

In the job situation. This respect, reverence, or awe la



sot only shown to th® whit® employsn on sianagon, but la

cannied over to thos® Africans who hold similar positions •

and have acquired similar advantages* In th® ease of the

plantation worker, Wsrmington (1960:117-118) states that:

'fh® typical unskilled plantation labourer from
th® Inland areas of the Southern Cameroons and
French Cameroons, conies ©outh specifically in
order to get 'idiite man's work*. He usually
finds it quite easily In one of the sections
in which his people are accustomed to work,
being recruited by the oversoer or a headman
of the section, often through the influenc®
of a member of his own family. Ha rarely has
direct contact with any superior other than
his headman,- overseer and timekeeper'i^lle he
is a labourer, but he is nevertheless con-
clous that ho is working for the 'white man' -
directly for the European manager of the
planta tion,... ,and beyond him for 'C.IuC.',
which is in essence a white man's organization.,•

The employer, in traditional African society, utilizes

the labor of various groups at his disposal. Every society

makes some provision in its economy for the creation of an

association capable of performing tasks requiring varying

amounts of labor. Some are voluntary associations such as

mutual aid societleB Ti^ile In otiiers membership is ascribed,

such as age grades or kinship work units. The type of asso

ciation and the use to which this organized labor is put

varies from society to society, depending upon the economic

needs of the group. Some societies have only on© means of

organizing labor but laost aocieties have several forms.

Finally, a t^poral factor should be noted. Some associa

tions are of short duration, organized for a specific pur

pose, such as road building and land clearing. HSIhen the



task at haTid is fiaiahoOj^ the group distsaiida. Other assocla-»

tions are of a mor® permanent nature, such as ag© grade® or

sets, guilds, and llneag® work groups. Tiies© porxaanent

associations have-as wll a permenent leadsrshlp based upon

ag© and eompstance.

Employers in th©^traditional African society are

generally of two types; those who are engaged In the super

vision of agricultural labor and those who supervise indus

trial labor*

Th® agricultural employer on the primary level is

usually th® head of an extended family. He has certain

rights over the members of his kinship unit cenoerning th©

supervision and direction of labor and th® production and

distribution of products. The authority may be extensive as

among the Supe of Higeria and th® Tallensl of northern G-hana,

or restricted as among the Yoruba In southwest Nigeria and

th® Ashantl in Ghana. Reciprocal obligations between th®

employer end employee also very with the degree of control.

Among th© Nupe, the doraeatic unit which works together is

called the efako# The bead of this group must meet the

following obligations which ere expected of him by the

members of this work group {Nadel 1942}245),

head supplies the hoes, axes and all >

other tools and also pays for their repairs,

2. He is responsible for supplying food, clothing

and shelter for the member a of die group,

5. The payment of the bride-price and ©11 taxes are



the responsibility of the efako head,

4* He allots land to the Individuals of hla group.

This land la used by the Individual to supply goods above

and beyond those supplied under normal conditions,

S. He la obligated to supply tools and a years

supply of food to any member who wants to leave the efako

group and set up a separate farm.

Among the Yoruba, the degree of responsibility within

the extended family is much less. As among the Hupe, the

household consists of one or more minimal lineages under the

leadership of the oldest male. His title is Bale (Forde

1951:10-11), Much more individualism is allowed in Yoruba

agriculture than among the Nape and nearly all members, old

enough to farm for themselves, are allotted their own land

(Forde 1951:25-26), The consumption and distribution of

agricultural products is, in most cases, handled on an

individual basla, particularly if the individual has set

up a separate household within the compound. As a result,

the responsibilities of the Bale are less economic than

social and religious. The Bale la still obligatea to support

and aid members of the family who flna themselves temporarily

in need. For this eventuality, each memter of the comoound

Is expected to contribute a share of his agricultural produce

to the common stocks, Today^ in the areas which have had.

the most constant contact wl tti Europeans, the production of

cash crops has become an Important source of Income, This

In turn has led to the breakdown of the communal household



aod «. (leaand for independent income and distribution^

ABKjng the Tallensi of northern Ghana, the pattern of

organization at this level is basically the same. The basic

economic group la the minor lineage. (Fortes 1958sS41-*242-

247,-251-253), Ihe minor lineage head (Kpeem), (Portea

1958s252)1

,,,has complete moral and ritual authorItyj he
has the right to dispose of his deoendenta'
labor, property, and persons; and he can use
force or ritual measures to assert his authority.

For these rights, the Kpeem has certain responsibilities

and obligations to tl:;e m^bers of the lineage. Be must pro

vide fooa, clothes, ana housing for the msmabers. His other

ohligaldons include the provision of wealth for marriage as

well as other religious and social ceremonies and the insur

ance of the welfare of the members' economic assets, ̂ ^e

land fmd its products, by fulfilling ritual obligations

(Fortes 1958j252-254), Furthermore, a major lineage head

of the Tallensi can request the aasl stance of close and

distant kin on later projects, Ihoae not in the iimBOdlato

family, however, are under no obligation to comply unless

compensated Is some form.

The agricultural employer on the secondary level

makes use of certain extra-bin associations within the

1, The Tallensi are extremely decentralized, politically.
The society Is divided as followss maximal lineage of
from nine to eleven generational major sncl minor line
ages in desoendent order, each division being one gen
eration removed from the previous generation; minimal
lineage consisting of a man and his sons. Each grade
of authority becomes Increasingly generalized from the
minimal to the maximal lineage.



local comffiunlty, ^®se may to® of taiffipoj'ary duration such as

co-operstlve aid of neighbors and friends or permanently

organized groups, such as age grades or sg© set asfiodstions.

An individual fermar, lineage head or political head

can call for assistance whenever the ne©d My arise and when

payment for those services can bo affoj^ed. In most West

African societies, age grades are a prominent conmiunlty

organisation, operating mainly in the social end political

sphere* The lower grades usually function as a common source

of mutual extra-kin labor for oubllc or private use. In most

societies tliere are restrictions on who may use their services.

Among the Mupe, the labor of the age grades can toe utilized

only toy lineage heads, old men without other support, and

chiefs. The younger members of the family needing the

service round up their age grade ojwpanlons. The memtosrs

are bound by assoclational rules to assist when called upon

{Iadelsl942s£48, 250).

Among the Yoruba and the Ibo peoples of soutlaern

Mlgeria, this system of cooperative labor is also used. Olie

Yoruba age grade system varies in external form from coBsnu-

nlty to community but toasieally is similar in function. For

example, among the Eklti Yoruba in southeastern Yorubaland

and among the Yoruba groups in the Mord".ern Region (the Owe,

i^agtoe, Ijumu and Bunu groups) the two lower grades partici

pate in private end public labor (Porde 1951:59).

In all cases of mutual aid, the employer is obligated

to recompense the laborers for their work. The compensation.



"by and large, is set by local tradition in the individual
1

conBHunities. For the Jukun Esya group in Nigeria, a

temporary association of neighboring fsrraers, payment la

standardized at the rate of six pots of bear per twelve men

plus an extra one for the leader at the conoluslon of the

work day (Meek 1931s^5)« Payment for labor can generally

be classified into three types:

1, iBiMadlat® and material in which the payment la in

drink, food, and/or money,

2. Imaiedlate and non-material In #iich ttoe pa^incnt la

In the form of titles of prestige bestowed by the community

upon exceptional workers,

a. Long-run and material in which payment is in the

form of return labor, thereby insuring the security of the

other meEtoera of the community in economic affairs,

iknployers of industrial labor have been common in

most of the larger coiranunities for a long time. In nearly

all West African societies, sarious crafts wore practiced.

These Industries provided either part time or full time

occupations, depending upon the fluctuations of demand,

eoonomic surplus, and the density of population. The major

crafts practiced Included iron, copper and goldsmithing,

weaving, oottery making, dyeing, and woodworking. These

According to Madel (1942:250), payments have fluctuated,
among the Hupa, with time and changing conditions. The
farmers In recont times have economised on the cost of
payment for age grade labor by one-third to one-half of
the original cost with no corresponding decrease in
Incentive,





the social and economic position of the guild in national

affairs, to settle disputes between meiBbers of the guilds

In economic questions, and to receive and distribute large

governmental orders for products to the guild at large, Ihe

section heads of the guilds had more specific obligations and

resoonsibllltles to the workers. For examole, Nadel (1942:267)

notes that among the Kupe, ttiese include: the control of

group income and the provision of working capital} the giving

of advice on personal as well as professional problems; the

sale of products} fulfilling the social obligations of the

workers, such as providing bride-price payments; and provid

ing food, clothing, shelter and the maintenance of the capital

goods of the guild section.

In the modern industrial situation, the African seek

ing wage-labor makes a temporary transfer of allegiance from

the traditional authority he has left, to the modern employer

he now works for, and he expects to be treated in similar

traditional fashion. In the case of the moaern employer, the

■worker's expectations are seldom met and, as Warmington (1960:

118-119) remarks;

He ooea,..feel annoyed at the lapses which he
finds in his employment away from the standards
which would be expected of a good 'master' -
at arbitrary variations in concltions of work
or in welfare facilities; at transfers to a
different section or different work, especially
when they take him away from his friends or
when conditions are less pleasant than before
(and, moreover, without any prior consultation
or explanation);....whenever in fact he is
treated as an impersonal unit. In such cases
the employer is acting unfairly, and not in
accordance with his obligations to his dependents.



In order to counteract this attitude of non-obligation,

both the government and private business have instituted

social welfare programs and incentive proaucing schemes which

it is hoped will relieve any latent or overt hostility and

create better working conditions, thereby increasing efficiency

among the workers.

Attitudes Toward Other

The wage-labor situation is, to the African, a new,

mystifying and at times an unfamiliar situation into which he

has voluntarily placed himself in close contact with many

persons who are as strange to him as he is to them, TtiO atti

tudes toward fellow employees, are, on the •flftiole, tempered by

the degree of relationship which the African holds in respect

to other workmen. There are two work situations which can be

spoken of as ideal to th& African worker and obtain when the

indlviaual works, side by side, with a near kinsman and if

the individual works in dose contact with a fellow tribes

man, whether related or not. All other persons are usually

thought of as strangers, and a certain degree of hostility,

uneasiness or distrust is felt on both sides. The cause of

these feelings stems from two major sources} on the one

hand, from the almost constant Intra- and intertribal hos

tilities in this area, ana on the other hand, from fear of

supernatural forces.

Concerning the first oolnt, until forty or fifty years

ago, life was not secure beyond the boundaries of most village



areas. Each village or local community was a self-sufficient

social entity, made up of kin and friends. All otiiers out

side the local community, who were unrelated hy blood or

marriage, were considered as strangers and, consequently,

enemies. Wars and feuds were c»mmonplace and involved states

against states, states suppressing rebellious villages or

tribal sections, or feuds between village segments. This

condition of ixsstability was evident in the many walled towns

of the larger states and the carefully secluded and hidden

compounds in the rural areas. Among those states which were

federated under a nationally recognized paramount chief, such

as the Nupe, Yoruba and the Fulani in Nigeria and the Ashanti,

Mamprussl and Dagomba states in Ghana, warfare for conquest,

plunder and, slaves occurred at frequent intervals. For

example, among the luoe, Hadel (1942:109) notes that during

the period from 1864 to 1895, ten major wars had taken place,

Nlven (1958:passim) also records that Yoruba history is one

of a succession of internal and external strife. The Ashanti

Federation, too, fought battle after battle to keen its state

intact as well as to attempt to subjugate the Fantl peoples

to the south.

Moat struggles, however, were minor affairs and of

short duration. These occurred either as raids by some small

village against another of equal or smaller size for the pur

pose of plunder and slaves, or they occurred as feuds for the

settlement of a legal dispute between two or more lineages.

Slaves were in great demand in nearly all W.'est African socle-



ties since they conferred prestige upon the owner and. were

an economic asset in the work they provided. Furthermore,

in the religious cer^noniea, slaves frequently were needed

as sacrifices for community or personal welfare. Slaves

came either as the spoils of war or were bought from other

villages (Nadel 1942:103). Life was cheap and one could

never be entirely safe from capture when away from one's

village and family. For example, among the Tlv in llgeria,

Aklga (1939:379) remarks that:

A man istoo wished to visit another clan might
have to make a wide circuit, spending five
niglits on the way, where, by the direct route,
ha need only have spent one. If he were so
foolish as to travel in broad daylight, he
would soon find himself in slavery. He would
be caught by some one, and sold for a price
at a distant market.

However, at times even one's own family was guilty

of this sort of intrigue. Talbot (1923:328) writes of a

case among the Ibibio in southern Hlgerla in which an elder

brother became jealous of the attempts of a younger brother

to become as wealthy as he. The older brother. In revenge,

made a pact with a group of men to capture and sell the

younger brotifier.

Ihe second cause of insecurity, producing perhaps the

greatest amount of eeixiety, is the fear of spirits and witch

craft. In West Africa, an individual is constantly in fear

of inadvertantly offending one or more of the many spirits

inhabiting the world. In addition, the threat of witch

craft or sorcery by some person or persons with a griev-



ance is constant. In most areas, the placation of these

forces requires constant and regular sacrifices or the pur

chase of protective magic or diarras. Among the Ihitoio in

Nigeria (Talhot 1923j21), a man may purchase 'medicine'

(ibokk) for purposes of providing protection against aoirlts,

ghosts and demons; to insure the winning of favors from

otl.ers; in oroer to harm others; and for personal protection

against natural calamiities. The forces inherent in the ibokk

also require propitiation for (Talhot 1923:21),

If a 'medicine' , is neglected hy its owner,
it will send sickness or acciaent to him.

Sacrifices, generally of a goat or fowl, are
offered at least one a year, usually at har
vest ti me •

In Ghana, Field (1960:134) has noted that the truck

driver or lorry owner,

.,,is acutely conscious of himself as an object
of envy, and has much anxiety lest those seek
ing his humiliation should bring it about by
bad magic designed either to wreck his lorry or
to bring it financial disaster.

In order to protect their property, the owners deco

rate their trucks with protective formulas designed to ward

off this bad magic.

Because of the individual's inability to cope with all

the powers which might threaten him, he feels the greatest

security in his own community and among his own kin and friendsi

For each village has many religious associations or cults to

which he may belong and which have the means of averting

supernatural dangers through permanently established cult

houses and/or shtinea.



These examples are sufficient to demonstrate the real

ity of the fears of the indiviaual when not in the reassuring

contact of his family and friends.

It has been noted ttiat the degree of efficiency can be

correlated with how much at home the worker feels in the com

pany of his fellow workers (Roper 1958:37, 44), ¥^at might

be termed work homogeneity is evident at all levels of employ

ment. The individual seeking wage-labor either ^loina or is

recommended to join kinsmen or fellow tribesmen In a particular

work situation. He in turn is obligated to find employment

for any of his relations or tribesmen utoo come to him. This

he usually does If a job is available either at the place

where he worka or where some opening exists at a place In

which another relative or tribesman works (larmlngton 1960^

117), Purthermore, in situations of employment which are

dominated by one tribal unit, such as the Ibo in the Fnugu

Colliery in Nigeria or the Hausa, as foraaen, in the Jos

Plateau tinfields of Nigeria, the chances for outsiders being

welcome would probably be very slim, Under the traditional

social system, the obligation la ]bo h«lp kinsmen only.

The availability of adequate statistical evidence

which could properly support this view is unfortunately

lacking. Pew social studies of work homogeneity have been

made for urban Africa. Therefore, in the case of Ghana and

Nigeria, the extent to which the work situation conforms to

tribal and kin homogeneity can only be Inferred from two

studies, one on the population of the Jos Plateau ana the



other of trade unionism in the Egyptian hudan, in which

tribal obligations seem to be of the same magnitude (Perham:

19t8j Pawzlsl957).

In a study made of trade unionism in the Egyptian

Sudan, Pawzi, in a study of stevedore gangs at Port Sudan,

discovered that tribal connections dominated this portion of

the labor market (Pawzl 1957:11), Interviewing seventy-

three stevedore gangs, all of which were comoosed of twelve

men and one headman, he found that there was a high degree

of tribal homogeneity within the Individual gangs. In

Number of Persons Belonging to
Tiie Same Tribe as the Headman Number of Gangs

1-8

8-9

Source: Pawzl, 1957:11.

fifty-seven out of seventy-three gangs, seventy-eight per

cent of the members of each gang were tribally related, and
s

in only sixteen out of seventy-three gangs were fewer than

eight related to the headman. The study seems to oolnt out

a definite preference on the part of both the laborer In the



choice of fellow workmen and of foremen In the choice of

their gangs. Whether this can he carried over to the modern

industrial scene in Ghana and Nigeria has not yet been estab-

11 ̂.ed definitely. However, several factors tend to Indicate

that this situation exists. First of all, tribal obligations

and unity seem to be as strong. Exaisioles of this can be foiand

in the establishment of tribal unions such as those mentioned

by Little (1957:582), whose main functions in the urban areas

are to look after newly arrived persona, to provide a means

of communication ^Ith the. rural areas, to maintain and pro

mote group solidarity and cultural homogeneity, and to pro

vide economic assistance to needy members. Second, tribal

preferences for certain types of employment have been noted,

such as the preoonderance of Ibo serving as underground

miners in the Enugu coal mines and 3n the Jos Plateau mining

companies as semi-skilled and skilled workers, and the con

centrations of Hauaa as foremen and Toruba as clerical labor

in the mines of the Jos Plateau In Nigeria (Perhara 1948:24).

Hilrd, arjy individual can call for assistance, at any time,

from another individual or group of Inaividuals to wfoom he

is related. He is also under obligation to return such aid

whenever requested by a kinsman. The unemployed in the urban

areas, as i^'ell as those dislllualonea vdtb urban working con

ditions, often make use of this aid. Field, in her study of

the village of Mframaso in Ghana (1960:31), discovered at

least one hundred and eighty-two unemployed in this small

area alone, and as she remarks:



...each of these...is fed, cloti'ed, housed and
sometimes married at the expense of the illit
erate person ^ho paid, for his achooling.

To sum up, the African appears to seek work not indisW

criminately, "but Is either referred to a job by some friend

or relative or he looks for emplo^/ment where he knows he will

find workers who are in wme wa^f related to hlra. He will not

purposely look for work among persons whom he considers as

strangers. Tribal hostility, especially among tiie unskilled

workers, is very strong, and since this will come into con

flict with traditional communal patterns of work, efficiency

on the job will be diminished.

Attitudes Toward Labor Organizations

In order to appreciate fully the African's attitudes

toward the form and function of trade unions, one must

understand his traditional orientation toward organizations

in general. His relationship to various forces and powers

under the new modern system cannot help but be tempered by

this traditional background, especially where it pertains to

such factors as worker relationships, employer attitudes, and

authority relationships. Tribal society, on the whole, is

completely different with reference to the work situation

found In modern European society, ©specially on such specifics

as work goals, the organization of work projects and the

degree of personal relationship among workers and between

workers and employers. lord fiailey's (1957:1459) comments



atoout cooperatives seem equally true of trade unionsi

In the traditional organization there la a
spirit of solidarity comhlned with a sense
of reciprocity of rights and duties* But
the appeal made by the co-operative movement
is not primarily directed to the soirlt of
communal solidarity} its appeal is to ttie
spirit of self-help and the intelligent
furtherance of individual interests. Its

success lies in the measure to which it can
convince the individual that his own inter
ests can best be secured by a disciplined
association with others who seek a similar
objective. If this demands some self-
sacrifice on his part, the primary incentive
lies not in the advancement of the welfare
of the community hut in securing the inter
ests of the individuals concerned. The
community will in due course profit in so
far as its welfare depends on that of the
Individuals of which it is composed. The
spirit of self-help and individual initiative
is more characteristic of Western Civili
zation than of indigenous African society.

On the whole, the trade union organizations and the

big industrial organizations are not generally understood

OP easily comprehended by the average unskilled African

worker, Purtherraore, he cannot see what relationship the

trade union has t»ward the companies it represents. In

the traditional system with iihi ch the African la most famllr-

iar, there are no divided loyalties. He knows where he

stands with fellow workmen and tribal authorities, so loyal

ties are not split. On the industrial scene, Charles {1952x

425) writes;

Trade unions,,,come up against a major cultural
characteristic of tribal society, T(hich has no
institution based on the idea of conflicting
forces and organized resistance to or defense
against the chieftain. .For workers to combine
against their employer would be anarchistic, a
kind of open declaration of mistrust against,,.



the guaralan chief, who is there to take
the piece of the clan, with the same power
and responsibilities.

The African laborer, as has been pointed out in a

previous section, has come to exject fair treatment and a

kind of paternalism from his employer as a matter of course.

This treatment should be the same as he would expect from

traditloiial autiioritiea at his own home. Here is where the

main conflict occurs, Vihen the treatment expected does not

measure up to his exoectations, the African is at a loss as

to what relationship to hold toward the employer. Because

of the seemingly aloof and malevolent character of manage

ment, the worker may take any one of several alleviatory

roads open to him. He may quit ana go home; he may remain

under these strained conditions until a particular goal is

met; or he may make a transfer of allegiance to a labor

union if one exists where he works. Unfortunately, the

trade union is not in a position to settle all grievances

to the complete satisfaction of the members.

Some attitudes to trade imlons are exnressed in a

survey conducted by Warmington of the workers of the C, D, C,

Workers' Union (1960:107-109). Uie study included inter

views with five hundred and sixty-seven men from various

portions of the plantation. The questions were designed for

the purpose of determining how the workers felt toward the

union. Initially the workers were asked whether they liked

this union; and is it a good union; and finally, the workers

were questioned as to their reasons for joining the union,



Sixty-four percent answered in the affirmative and

thirty-six gave a negative or neutral answer to the first

question. The reasons for the 'yes' ansv/er were that others,

whose opinion they respected, say the union is good or that

they have found out how and why the union operates. The 'no'

and neutral answers were given for several reasons. Some

accused the union of only wanting money and of offering

nothing to the manbers. Others said that the union did not

carry out its promises or that It did not act. Tnese last

were usually based on unresolved personal grievances. As

Warmington (1960:107) remarks;

A few informants accused the union of siding
wltii managem^t rather than with the men, and
there were quite a number of opinions that the
union used to be good..,but that it no longer
worked well.

Nearly all the reasons given, however, were founded.

on inadequate knowledge of the functions of the trade union.

V'iarmington (1960:111) goes on to say that In some cases:

...the Viorkers' Union seems to be regarded as
analogous to a tribal union, but catering for
all workers, rather than for men of one ' country',
A common pidgin name for it - the 'Black Man
Union' - may help support the confusion.

Three major reasons were given by the members for join

ing. They joined for the union benefits, higher wages, and

better working conditions, because their friends had joined,

or because they were forced to join (VVamlngton 1960:109,112),

Much of the above pertains only to Nigeria; in Ghana,

dues-oaylng membership to one of the National Unions is com

pulsory for all persons employed at wage labor. There is no



choice, and fallur© to comply cotld lead to a fine* Purthor-

more, active support is exoected of all trade unionists

on directives and actions taken hy the executive hoard of

the Ghana Trade Union Congress.



CHAPTER IV

TRADITIONAL AND MODERN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATIONS

This chapter deals with background data on traditional

economic organizations in the light of which the development

of the trade union movement in Ghana and Nigeria can be more

advantageously viewed.

"efining a functional claseification of economic organ

izations and associations for West Africa is dlf.iicult since

most are multifunctional. Hodgkin writes (1958:85):

Rigorous classification on a functional basis
is imoosslble, since there are no clearly de
fined limits to the activities that any asso
ciation may choose to undertake. .an associa
tion brought into being to meet a particular
recognized need may develop other activities
in the course of its history....

The classification which will he used in this thesis

is essentially that offered by Kenneth Little (1957:588).

His procedure is to define broaa catagorlea based upon cer

tain generalized traits into which associations may be placed

and analyzed. K. Little's proposed classification distinguishes

three broad types of associations: traditional, traditional

modern, and modern.



Tradttional Associations

Traditional asiiociatlons are usually liniited to one

major function. They are Informal and quite simple In organ

ization. Membership Is usually restricted to those oersons

resident in the same village or ward of a town. Finally,

these associations are often related to other traditional

institutions within the comajunity. Traditional associations

include three Important subtypes.

Cooperative Work Groups

Various types of work groups and mutual aid astocia-

tions exist among the peoples of Nigeria and Ghana. These

work units range widely in size and function, depenalng upon

the use to which they are put. Among some groups, the same

work unit is assigned a variety of dutiesj in others there

are separate, named, work units assigned to specific tasks.

For example, among the Hauaa, Smith (1955:114, 141) speaks

of work units ranging in size from the gandu which incluaes

at least two related adult males and their immediate families

who work together on their own fields, to the gayya which

includes the members of separate oomoounds in a village ward

who work on community projects. The Nupe also have a number

of named associations concerned with the maintenance of indi

vidual or communal labor. The Nupe divide all basic agri

cultural and industrial work performed by members of a family

into two kinds, buca and efako. They are defined as follows

(Nadel 1942:241):



Every kind of work done Individually, its
products and the income « individual income »
derived from it, are buca; and every wrk
done jointly, in collective family work, pro
ducing output and income over which the fam
ily group or a section of a family group exer
cised joint rights is efako.

Of the two, the efako is considered as more essential

to the welfare of the family. Buca labor Is in most cases

allowed only after the efako work has been completed by the

individual. Extra-kin associations, among the i^iupe, organ

ized for public or private work include the egba and dzolo

(Nadel 1942:248). !rh© e^ba is basically composed of the

community's young men and is utilized primarily for commu

nity labor projects and not usually for individual house

holds, This is the mechanism through which the age sets are

activated for economic purposes. The dzolo, on the other

hand, is a mutual aid association of the farmers of a commu

nity #10 combine for the joint harvest of all their fields.

Among the Tlv, an individual can call upon various

forma of mutual aid (Bohannan 1954:25 -26), Ihese include

calling upon his best friend for help, calling upon Indl-

yiduala from his mother's group, and calling out his age

set or junior age set (Igba) for work parties (loho kwagh).

All of the above are small work units and as with the loho

kwagh usually work for only one day. Organized on a larger

scale, there are both men's and women's work groups which

are used primarily for agricultural labor. One such group

is the women's hoeing party (loho). This is composed of

the wives of several nei^boring compounds and ranges in size



from sixteen to twenty women. They work under the leadership

of a senior woman who chooses two or three older women to act

as song leaders. The work continues for a period of two to

three days or until all the fields of all the women have heen

weeded.

While the women's labor group is employed to hoe the

fields of all who join in the party, this is not the case for

the men's work group. Only the fields belonging to the man

who calls up a working party are worked, Bohannan observed

one very large work party (forty to fifty men). In this case

the man called upon a friend from a neighboring lineage who

brought with him all the men of his lineage. These vrorked

together with the men of the first comoound until all the

work was finished in the fields.

All of these associations for mutual aid make some

provision for payment of services rendered, and this is

usually in either food, drink or botda. Finally, moat work

groups involving fairly large numbers of people, and espe'«»

cislly those organized around extra-kin, combine not only

for the work involved but also for the social festivities

which are Included, The entertainment provided for the

occasion, such as drumming, singing, and dancing, is an

important and expected form of payment in many societies.

Craft Guilds

Roper (1958j48) has pointed out, in connection with

craft organizations, that they had a definite place in tradi

tional African society. Guilds or craft associations were



often formed among tribal groups for the purposes of guarding

against unfair competition and settling disputes arising

between craftsmen. The craft guilds were closely subordinated

to the established tribal and political authorities who, in

most cases, were their only customers; craftsmen's services

were rendered alnost exclusively to political or religious

authorities. Among the crafts organized along guild lines

are included gold, copper, and ironsmiths, woodcarvers, and

weavers, A more detailed account of a guild is presented by

Rattray {1925:301) in relation to the Ashantl of Ghana:

All goldsmiths formed a sort of brotherhood
and any goldsmith had the privilege of call
ing a fellow goldsmith's wife 'my wife', and
they were privileged to wear gold ornaments,
a form of personal adornment otherwise rig-
ourously restricted to kings, their wives,
and other great chiefs.

The art of goldSBiithing was passed on from father to

son or to a nephew, and very rarely to a person who was not

related by blood. As was previously maitioned, traditional

associations were often related to other systems within the

community. For example, in connection with religion Rattray

(1923:501) writes that:

In Beckwei administrative division of Ashanti
all the goldsmiths trace their origin to one
Pusu Kwebi, the first of their trade. The
bellows and a few of the weights and tools
of this now almost divine ancestor are still
preserved, and along with his Obosom (god),
Ta Yao, have become the goldsmiths' particular
god.

Another example can be cited from Yoruba villages in

Western Nigeria (Lloyd 1953:30), Yoruba towns were and still



are composed primarily of a number of compounds each of which

contains a number of patrllineally related families. The

compounds within the village or town may or may not be related

to one another. The characteristics of the traditional craft

guilds were as follows:

1, Each trade or craft was the corporate property of

a particular kin group. In the case of the Yoruba this

included one or more compounds,

2, Only meiEbers related by blood could be trained

and practice the craft. All craftsmen were related and usu-»

ally lived within one compound,

3, Training In the craft began at an early age and

lasted, usually, until the youth reached the age of sixteen.

Training was an individual affair, undertaken between father

and son.

4, Although the right to practice a craft was re

stricted and controlled by the lineage, there was no obli

gation to share the proceeds among the members. Payment

accruing from services rendered remained the property of the

individual. However, here as among the Kupe (Hadel 1942:268)

large government orders were usually given directly to the

national guild head who in turn distributed the work load

and later the profits,

5, The guild association was headed and directed by

the oldest practicing member of the compound. His title was

Bale.

6, Craftsmen were organized on two levelsj first that



of the compound guild which met once a week ?^ien both social

and economic problems were discussed, and second, national or

tribal guilds composed of all the members of the compounds

who practiced the same craft associated for the purpose of

providing centralized control of the craft industry. Among

the Awka smiths of the Ibo in southern Nigeria, for example,

six kindreds of the original eight to settle in Awka claim a

hereditary right to the art of blacksmltbing.^ These six

families, in order to:

...avoid trade Jealousies between kindreds led
to the division of the surrounding country into
six territorial marketsCNigerla Kacazine No. 61
1959:141). ^

The Yoruba national guild meetings were held every six

teen days at which time only economic matters were discussed.

The head craftsman had a position of political imoortance be

cause of special privileges granted to him by the king. For

example, he had direct access to the king, a privilege allowed

only chiefs, and he served as tax collector of the guild.

Among the Nupe, the guild heads were also given special titles

and were members of the royal court (Nadel 1942:266). By this

means the court maintained some control over the activities

of the guild.

7. Finally, craft associations were integrated within

the existing religious systems in that each craft had its own

1, These arej the Omuko, Fzi-Awka, Iflte-Awka, Amikwo,
Agulu and Umuzocha,



pai'tlcular god or divine ancestor who had given the techniques

to the original practitioners. For exanple, the Awka hlack-

smiths in the Iho country believe that:

,,,their ancestor, Awka, was sent down by God
with an anvil, an iron hammer and bellows to
dry the earth, then a morass, for Nrl, pro
genitor of the Agaku people (Nigeria Magazine
No. 61 1959:136).

The Awka smiths also:

. ..have., .their patron alosl called Akputakpu.
Its shrine is in Agulu village, the home of
the descendenta of Awka's seventh son wr-.o,
legend says, inherited his fathers profession.
A propitiatory sacrifice is offered to it once
a year..«♦(Nigeria Magazine No, 61 1959:143),

Trader Associations

Inch village or town usually contains a central market

place which operates either continuously or on particular

days, depending upon the volume of trade and the size of the

population. The main characteristics of the associations of

market vendors are as follows.

The occupation of trader is almost exclusively in the

hands of women in both Ghana and Nigeria. The women, selling

one type of oonmjodity, usually sit together in the market

place. The organization formed by these traders has as its

primary functions the settling of disputes between members

and between members and customers, price fixing, and the

prevention of encroachment of other traders who are not

members of the association. In the smaller markets, each

slngle-commoaity association is headed by the oldest woman

trader, nfelle in the larger market centers there may also be



a market leader, male or female, v.tio assumes jurisdiction

over all the minor associations. As Bohannan (1957:152)

remarks:

Fvery market in Tlvland has either a headman,
called the 'market chief (tor Kaaoa), or a
group of three or four elders who may he called
'Those who look after the market' (mbanengen
kasoa). In the former case, it Is often the
market chief himself who hears disputes that
arise in the markets, though he may delegate
someone else to do it lor him, especialiy if
he is himself an important and busy man,
'Those who look after the market', in markets
so organized, generally themselves hear dis
putes, either all together or two or three
elders at a time.

Unlike the traditional craft guilds, the women are

usually not related to one another. Business training is

left to the individual who aoprentlcea her daughter. Finally,

the associations seem to have had no political or religious

power or commitments, functioning alrrost exclusively in the

economic sphere.

Traditional Modern Associations

The main characteristics of these associations can be

outlined as follows:

1. The associations have a relatively formal organi

zation, a variety of functions, and are syncretlstic.

2, There is usually a written constitution incorpo

rating the association's aims and rules,

3, The associations may or may not be named and have

a special uniform,

4. In their formal asoects, the associations seem to



b® modeled after Western practices#

5» The introduction of a money economy has altered

its traditional features. Dues are now collected as well as

entrance fees,

6, There is usually a larger number of office holders

than in the traditional associations,

7, Tribal or regional similarity as a basis of admis

sion to mombership is not strongly adhered to.

Some of the most Important factors contributing to the

changes were the introduction of new tools and techniques,

market expansion and a standard medium of exbhange.

Cooperative Work groups

Mutual aid associations are still active and In much

the same form as mentioned previously In most of the rural

areas, especially In agricultural production. The duties

and obligations of both employer and worker have not dras

tically modified the patterns of labor or the techniques

used in agricultural labor.

Where age grades or seta exist, their functions have

been somewhat modified because of an extension of duties said

the influence of Western ideas ana technology. Age grades

are often used on large scale public works projects, such as

roads and bridges. An example is recorded anong the Yoruba

people in Kabba Province In Nigeria concerning the use of age

grade labor on road construction (Nigeria Magazine No, 62

1959J249-251), The age grade group was led by a men who had

specialized in leading such groups for more than thirty-eight



years. The work was conshined with a pleasurable activity,

for, as the article states, the heedman:

...was engaged In turning the grading of a new
surface into a dance. Helped by some local
drummers, he danced an intricate measure in
iTunt of a line of young men, whose noes would
suddenly bite into the ground in time with the
music. A few bars later, all the workers were
dancing as their hoes fell.

In the more urbanized areas of Nigeria and Ghana, full

time workers are now employed on public works projects and are

paid out of administration revenues#

Craft Guilds

There have been some changes in the traditional modern

craft guilds which can be aunmarized as follows:

1, The introduction by the British of new crafts,

such as barberlng, building construction, and bicycle repair

ing, resulted in a breakdown of the traditional family control

of such actlvitiea, Ihey could not be owned and controlled by

a particular kin group, but were open to anyone. Another fac

tor influencing the decline of craft industries was the intre-

duction of cheaper anu better mad© foreign goods. How this

affected the Awka blacksmiths of the Ibo peoples is reflected

by the following statement (Nigeria [o, 61 1959:153):

Against Awka products Birmingham and other
hardware gooas are competing successfully
in price and quality. The demand for
weapons has bean dulled by law and order.
Ornaments, from Awka smltiiiea have been
denounced as archaic, 'cumbersoa.e aiid un
wieldy' by the new civilization.

While much of the traditionally styled workmanship has

now become, by and large, a thing of the past, this heritage



has not altogether hecn forgotten. Much of the traditional

artistry of the woodcarver and the blacksicith has been incor

porated in various moaern public buildings, religious struc

tures and interior furnishings, .Lxasiples of this workmanship

can be found in the excellent reproductions in Nigeria Maga

zine (No. 60 1969:60-75, No. 61 1959:136-156),

2, Training and proficiency now depend largely upon

some knowledge of Western technology. Tools are no longer

made but purchased.

3, The guilds are composed of a number of persons

practicing one trade, Tiie members may or may not be related.

The association is headed by a craft^an who is either the

oldest member, first to practice in the town^ or is elected

by general consensus,

4. There is a set body of rules regulating membership.

Every craftsman must be registered with the association, must

attend meetings, and must pay dues regularly. Failure to do

so can lead to a fine or a confiscation of tools* These rules

also apply to strangers, even if only practicing the trade for

a few weeks in a particular town. In some areas craft guild

rules are enforced by local political authorities,

5. Economically, the guild functions to maintain a

reasonable standard of work, determine rules for apprentice

ship, fix wages for journeymen as well as their conditions of

employment, fix prices for goods produced, and settle disputes

among craftsmen, craftsmen and workers, and craftsmen and

customers. The guild undertakes no social Insurance programs



for Its members; this is handled in the traditional manner

by the guild member's lineage,

6, Politically, the guild head has the same preroga

tives and obligations as his traditional counterpart, although

in reality he functions only as tax collector ana does not

officially represent the members of the guild, who are repre

sented through their individual lineage heads,

7, There exist several grades of skills: apprentice.

Journeyman and master, Thje trade organization sets rules of

competence for each grade,

8, Religion plays no great part because of ihe ethnic

and regional diversity of the members. However, the appren

tice, upon reaching the grade of master, is formally blessed

by the head craftsman at a ceremony which officially marks

the transformation of "tt^e novice to the new status of master.

Trader Assoclations

In general, the formal aspects of trader associations

have remained the same. The organization has changed little

with Westernization except in the newly created industrial

and commercial centers, such as Accra in Ghana and Lagos in

Nigeria, What changes there are have been the result of the

several factors mentioned above plus an expansion in the

number of trade commodities and the rise of a class of middle

men traders. The markets are now composed of two types of

traders, the traditional single-commodity traders, and raiilti-

commodity traders who have set up credit with one of the large

import firms. The goods are sold to the traditional traders



who in tiinn sell to the general public (Acquah 1958: 69-72, 86).

Only traders of the first type are organized into an associa

tion.

Modern Associations

Hheae are associations which are wholly modern in

organization and objectives, and form and structure

are modeled on V/estem practices. Little similarity is

found between the traditional and the modern associations.

Because of the introduction of foreign ideas of government

and economics, many of the traditional ana the traditional

modern associations, in the form previously eatablisheu,

have been replaced by a more formal political organization,

especially in the more urbanized sections of the countries

involved. The authority over, and control of, various forma

of associations have been placed in the hands of local polit

ical authorities who have been empowered to deal in such

matters through the enactment of by-laws and rules. Through

the modem political media, ti e duties and functions for

merly performed by the traditional associations and groups,

are now handled by special government departments set up

for the purpose of the regulation of health, public works,

education and social welfare. The regulation of labor,

conaitions of employment and wages also form part of the

functions of the government. These powers formerly hold

in the hands of the guild leaders have been transferred to

the modem political authority. With this transfer of regu

latory authority, there was no longer a need for the tradi-



tiojQ-oriented associations. Nsw associations feased upon the

legal framework developed Pj the modern central govornment

grew to replace them.

The following pages will be concerned with the growth

and development of on# form in particular, the trade union.

The discussion will be divided into two sections, one for

Ghana and the other for Nigeria.

Trade Unions in Ghana

Prior to the decond florid %'ar, the organization of

labor in Ghana proceeded slowly. As in roost of test Africa

at this time, industrialization had not developed suffi

ciently to employ more than a minute percentage of those

who were available and willing to work, Ghana was still

largely a primary producer whose largest industries were

raining and tlie growing and marketing of cocoa. The only

other outlet for wage-labor was the civil service. It was

among government workers that the nucleus for trade unionism

first developed, largely under government sponsorship and

supervision.

During the First World War, because of a pressing

need for v/orkers, the Gold Coast Governmmt for the first

time took an active oart In labor affairs. First, it set

up a Central Labour Bureau for the recruitment of labor,

and sec»nd, it establialied Provincial Advisory Boards to

deal with wage adjustment problems (Roper 1958:52), These

bodies functioned, fairly well until the conclusion of the



war, Triien production and defense work declined and caused a

drop in employmait. Many of the unemployed took advantage

of the rising price of cocoa on the world market and re

turned to the rural areas. Those remaining in the urhan

areas felt a squeeze between a rising cost of living and

stable wage rates. Although unorganized, in the modern

sense, three groups of workers, the Public Works Depart

ment employees, the Railways Artisans and Workers, and the

Mine Workers, presented to the government, in B'ebruary of

1919, a petition for higher wages (Roper 1968:52), This

plea, owing to the absence of any arbitration machinery,

was settled at a high managerial level. At this time, trade

union organization was nonexistent. Organized protests were

temporary and sporadic. No attempt was made to create a

permanent organization representing the working class

through wiiich to protest labor a)ndltions. This stemmed

from lack of outside support and education in the labor

field rather than from any lack of organizational ability

on the part of the workers. It had already been shown in

tJie protest of 1919 and in subsequent strikes of the Rail

way and Public Works Department employees in 1921 that the

workers formed a militant band ready for action. It must be

pointed out that at this time labor disputes were sometimes

resolved through what the workers considered to be the tra

ditional way, that la through the existing native authorities,

the chiefs (Roper 1958:54)#

Although not assisting In the organization of workers.



the colonial adminlatratlon did not legislate against it,

k reaction to unionization, however, steBmed from three

major sources; management of private and public businesses,

central and local administrations, and the native adminis

trations, Other factors during the period 1919 to 1938 that

seriously hampered trade union growth and development were

the following;

1, The migratory labor supply which was not easily

organized added to the slow growth of unionism.

2* The cycle of depressed and inflated cocoa prices

caused either a labor shortage or an excess of labor In the

urban areas, Duielng the periods of inflation and high cocoa

prices the workers felt no need to organize, as working con

ditions and wages were ideal for their needs. During depressed

periods with high unemployment, organizing proved difficult

except among those in skilled occupations,

S, Most persons employed as wage laborers worked

either for the government or the mining companies. In the

former, organizational development was hampered because of

the lack of governmental support and because of its pater

nalistic attitudes toward the African workers. In the mining

industries both management and the high labor mobility dis

couraged trade union organization,

4, Finally, the intrusion of native authorities into

employment probl^ns tended to discourage labor unionism.

Although no spectacular nor even solid advance in

trade union organization took place during the crises years



fpom 1929 to 1932, it can be said that duping this period

the Idea of unionization first took root among the diver»

gent groups of wage-laborers,

dince 1929, the British Parliament has passed a series

of Colonial Development Acts which contain provisions for

help in trade union organization in all projects and indus

tries which were partially or wholly paid for out of govern

ment funds# However, because of administrative difficulties

and a lack of funds, Bourret (1949 d.75) remarks that it was

not until:

...1938 that the first labor department of any
lest African Colony...(was established in Ghana,
and),..the department, which consisted of four
European and six African officials, strongly
supports the movement for trade unionism and
collective bargaining.

Ihe Labor Departments were run by a Labor Commissioner

and assisted by a staff #ilch (International Labour Organi

zation 1958:469):

... includes various experts such as factory
inspectors, officials in charge of voca
tional guidance and placement, and consid
erable office staffs. These Labour ..epart-
m©nta are part of the local administration,
but they deal only with labour problems and
report directly to the chief officer of the
territory.

On a higher level there were three bodies which

directed and assisted the colony*s labor departments. These

were; a Locial Service Department in tna colonial office

that advised and co-ordinated labor policy; a Labor Advi

sor and two assistants, under the Secretary of State for

the Colonies- who acted as intermediaries between the Secre-



74

terj and the colony's Lahoi* Depai-tmentsj and a Colonial

Labour Advisory CoBimlttee which studied labor problems and

advised the Secretary of State for tho Colonies on these

matters.

In 1941 a Trade Union Ordinance was passed in the

British Parliament that officially sanctioned the develop

ment of labor unions, thus lending official support where

previously it had been lacking. As stated by The Inter

national Labour Organization (1958:223):

The principal characteristic of the legis
lation specifically designed to protect and
guarantee the right of association in the
British Territories Is that it is based on
models largely determined by United King
dom's law and practice and intended to en
able trade unions to pursue their objectives
with legality, subject to certain safeguards.

With the passage of this ordinance, professional

organizers from the British Trade Union Movement were en

gaged, and with the help of the labor officers, began work

ing in Ghana early in 1942. Even with government help ^d

backing, it was only toward the end of the war years that

trade unions developed enough strength for action. Some

of the causes for this alow beginning can be attributed

to suspicion of public authorities, strong dependence still

on the native authorities, a ladk of educated leadership

among the workers, and the workers' dependence upon govern

ment action In the settlement of Industrial grievances.

It was during these troubled times that the strike became

the dominant means of obtaining results In trade union



disputes, /

V/ith the conclusion of World War Two, there followed

a period of economic end social unrest. Inflation, brought

about bj lump sum payments in retroactive wage adjustments,

and an increase in the labor force, caused by returning

servicemen, contributed toward the unstable conditions.

The returning veterans, having been trained technically

and having In the course of their travels experienced a

different and often higher standard of living than they

had known previously, were no longer satisfied to remain

at their present level. It was during this post-war period

that the trade union movement experienced its greatest

growth. From a slow starting point in 1942, union member

ship rose at an accelerated rate.

Table 7, Trade Union Growth. 1942 to 1957, Ghana,

Year

1942

1943
1944
1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953
1954

1955

1956

1957

Number of Unions Membership

482
6,030
10,976
30,458
38,135
17,985
28,170
32,908
35,129
46,309

48,520

128,000

Source; Roper 1958:107.



In February of 1958, the United States Lepartment

of Labor published a limited sm^vey of labor unions in

Africa. Although designed mainly to serve as a directory

of labor unions, the survey includes much valuable data

on the number and size of the trade unions as well as a

very short and concise background sketch for each country

covered. The number of trade unions in Ghana was at that

time over eighty, with a combined memberahlo of about 128,000,

The unions ranged in size from the Ghana l?lnes ISnployees*

Union with a membership of 26,581, to the Accra Chemical

Works' Union with only twelve members. Generally speaking,

close to seventy percent had a membership of five to on©

thousand and only seven percent had a membership of over

ten thousand.

Table 8. Trade Union Size, Ghana.

Ntmiber of Unions Fercentage of Unions

5 to 500

500 to 1,000
1,000 to 5,000
5,000 to 10,000
10,000 and over

Total

Sources U. S, Office of International Labor Affairs,
1958 Sl3.4-13.16.

It would be advisable before proceeding further to

look at the forms which the trade unions have taken. Accord

ing to Aoquah (1968:84) and Roper (1958:68), the organiza-



tlon of trade unions takes the forms of enterprise unions,

general unions, and industrial unions. An enterprise union

is one ■whose membership Is limited to the emoloyeea of a

single company or to the branches of a single company lo

cated apart from the head office. An example of this type

is the United Africa Company Employees' Union, General

unions are those which include in their membership persons

of unrelated trades as -well as both skilled and unskilled

craftsmen. These are similar to enterprise unions except

that they may Include more than one comoany and locality,

The Industrial union is composed of persons working within

one certain type of industry, crossing company lines.

Broadly speaking, the Industrial union is national rather

than local in scope, but many of the enterprise unions can

also be considered national If the single company, with all

its branch offices, negotiates as a unit. Of the sixty

trade unions registered In Accra in 1955, forty-three were

national, while only seventeen were strictly local unions.

Some of the reasons for the modest development of industrial

unions or for the amalgamation of related trade unions can

be given as follows:

1. Amalgamation was resisted by the unions who had

gained higher wage benefits for themselves. They feared

that combining with a union on a lo-wer wage scale would

tend to depress their wages.

2. Testing and apprenticeship standards were not

uniform and, according to Acquah (1958:84):



Consequently, there have not emerged classes
of workers wl)0 feel an identity of skill and
purpose irrespective of whore they are em
ployed.

3. "jniere was employer hostility to any plan to cre

ate combinations beyond company lines, lliey preferred to

deal separately with their own employees.

For these reasons the trade unions tended to remain,

for the most part, small in size and limited In scope. This

fundamental weakness produced furt'ner complications. A

small membership resulted In liEiited funds, and a low stand

ard of administration created an inefficient, ineffective

organization Incapable of unified action. Attempts to solve

this problem had been only partially successful, "Hie lack

of communications as well as the dlsperaion of major employ

ment centers over a large geographical area were two major

remaining obstacles. The smaller unions had neither the

time nor funds available to send delegates to a national

convention. On the other hand, a national convention could

not depend upon a sufficient and constant supply of funds

to maintain itself.

The need for some type of unification of trade unions

under one central head had been uppermost in the minds of

many of the larger labor associations. The result of this

concern was the organization of the Trade Union Council, in

1943, at the request of the Railway Workers' Union. Although

affiliation was not compulsory, a large number of trade

unions joined curing the years 1945 to 1948. The structure

of the T, U. C, was modeled essentially on the lines of the



British T. U, C» and servod In an advisory capacity to th®

meitiber unions. At the convention, local and regional dif

ferences v;ere ironed out and new ideas in union raanagement

were exchanged. The Trade Union Council was not an effec

tive body, however, because it could not exert adequate

pressure to force adherence to its policies.

Prom 1947 on, political events entered the picture

and resulted in a change of OTphasls and orientation in the

Ghana Trade Union Cotmcil. In general, the T, U. C., as a

national expression of the trade union movement, became a

militant body. The trade unions were one of the few dian-

nels through which local leaders could make their political,

social, end economic views heard and felt. During this time,

also, the power potential reversed. The Individual trade

unions decreased In influence on the national scene, and

the T, U. C. gained in power.

One of the basic reasons for the growing T, U, C,

strength was the greater degree of political Independence

given to the Ghanaians by the colonial administration,

Bince 1947, Ghanaians had been allowed to control completely

the internal affairs of the country; external affairs still

remained under the authority of the colonial administration,

'Political parties grew and with them a great many militant

leaders. Two parties grew to national prominence! The

United Gold Coast Convention Party, which advocated a mod

erate path to political freedom, and the Convention People's

Party, a militait offshcot of the U, G. C. C, under the



leadership of Kwame Wkrumah. Both political parties baaed

their strength on the urban population, and aopeals were

directed in this direction. Ilowever, the U, G. C. C. looked

for support among the urban elite while the C, P. P. focused

on the urban and rural working class, fiorking through this

media, th© C. P» P, succeeded in Inciting, with the help of

organized labor, a **Posltiv© Action Strike" in 1950. Th©

results placed the C. P. P, in a position of political power,

but because of the riots and reckless strike tactics, trad©

union and T. U. C. solidarity were greatly w?eakened, Th©

T. U, C, was finally reorganized under new leadership in 1951

but In 1952 a rival T. U, C., the Ghana Trade Union Congress,

was formed. In 1953, however, this group merged with the

former T. IJ. C,, and at the Tenth Annual Convention in 1954

formed th© Gold Coast Trad© Union Congress. Prom this ooint

on, stable conditions prevailed in the ii«tlonal trade union

movement {Roper 1958:76-79; TJ, S. Office of International

Lauor Affairs 1958:13.2-13.3).

In January of 1957, at the Thirteenth Annual Con

vention of the Ghana Trade Union Congress, the General Sec

retary, John Tettegah, Introduced a resolution calling for

the structural reorganization of th© G. T. U, C, ibis reso

lution was adopted at the Fourteenth Annual Convention a

year later# The plan consisted of two basic modifications

which tended to form an all-powerful centralized body

through which all trad© union policy would be forthcoming,

®ie first point concerned the structure of the Con-



gress. According to Tettegah (1958:26-28) the Congreaa will:

,..be composed of sixteen National Industrial/
Occupational Unions....(and the) National
linions of the Congress before the acootion...
(of this new resolution, afterwards)... shall
seek membership of one of the 16 National
Unions according to tiielr Industry, trade or
service.,..The National Union will continue
to enjoy the same autonomy as at present.

The second point concerned the ©avernment of the Con

gress. There was to be a Supreme Congress which would meet

biennially. The delegates would be elected from the sixteen

National Unions on the basis of membership, one delegate for

every five hundred members. The Supreme Congress would

elect from its members an executive board of twenty-five

members, one representative from each National Union plus

nine at large.

To assist in the implementation of this reorganization,

the government was petitioned by the T, U. C. to initiate cer

tain legislation for the benefit of the union movement. As

a result, the Industrial Relations Act of 1958 was passed in

Parliament. Four basic points of this act placed the newly

reorganized T, U. C. in a stronger position (Labour Oct.

1960:17):

1. A checkoff system was made enforceable by law.

This placed the T. U. C, and the National Unions in a stable

financial position. A steady and reliable source of revenue

could now be expected.

2. The union i^op was mandatory. very person seek

ing work in industry now had to join, within thirty days of



his ©mployinent, the trade union representing the workers

of that Industry. In this way the labor force became com

pletely unionized, forj

...the bill made It compulsory for every
eiHDloyee whether he is a civil servant or
whether he is employed by a firm, to be
come a member of the Trade Union Congress.
(Labour Oct. 1960:17).

3. All omployera were compelled to hire workers

throu^i the T. U, 0. hiring hall,

4. An Unfair Labour Practices Tribunal was created

to handle worker grievances.

With the Industrial Relations Act behind them, the

newly reorganized T. U, C, program was adopted, with little

resistance, on April 10, 1959. Figure 3 contains the sche

matic diagram of this organization. Now for the first time

in Ghanaian labor history, labor policy was centered in one

body which was empowered by law to direct, advise, and regu

late the affairs of labor.

The government of Ghana took a further hand in labor

mattei's when, in July 20, 1960, a National Apprenticeship

Advisory Board was created in order to (Labour Sept, 1960:7):

...assist tradesmen in improving their skill,
thereby creating opportunities for them to
enjoy better working conditions with Increased
productivity.

This move was necessitated by the need to standardize

the requirements for the training of skilled labor.

Finally, following in the anti-traditionalist pattern

of the C. P. P., the government passed a bill compelling all





eligltile males to register for work with the T, tJ, C. These

men who were so registered could be placed at work, with or

without personal consent, at the discretion of the T» U. C,

Furthermore, they could be transferred forcibly to any part

of the country in vifcich work was available* This bill was

passed in order to counteract the tendency of the African

worker to remain in the large urban areas. In the city, he

lived on the support of relatives, even though no work was

available, and refused to move to other areas in v/hlch there

was a labor shortage. Many workers, who had claimed tra

ditional kin-group support while un<^ployed were now put to

work,(New York Times Aug. 27, 1960:2),

Trade Unions in Nigeria

Little progress was made in organizing labor into

bargaining units on the industrial scene up to 1939,

Although several labor associations had been organized

since the early 1930's, they suffei'ed from many handicaps

(Roper 1958:52-57), Some of the factors which tended to

inhibit trade union growth and development at this time are

listed as follows:

1, The lack of protective legislation loft the labor

unions unsure of their position in relation to their employers.

As Warraington states (1960:4):

,,,in the absence of any trade union legis
lation, the legal pdaitlon of these unions



was a little obscure and they probably
relied for their continued existence on
the tolerance of their employers and on
their pursuit of moderate policies and
the avoidance of actions likely to irri
tate the eBuployera.,..

2, An unstable labor force, made up for the most

part of migrant, unskilled laborers who sought work for an

indefinite period of time, was not conducive to the organi

zation of labor unions,

3, There was a lack of a feeling of exploitation

among the workers, Ohe worker has (Warmington 1960ill8):

,,,no initial a priori idea that there
may be 'exploitation' of 11s labor by the
employers! he has left home voluntarily
ana conie to work to get better opportuni
ties than exist at home, ana there is no
essential conflict tljat he can see be
tween his interests and those of his em
ployer in the nature of employment. In
deed, having no understanding of the real
purpose of the industrial enterprise -
the concept of profit is not generally
understood in relation to the activities
of the corporation, and the relations be
tween rker and employer are generally
assumed to be analogous to family or tribal

• relations,,. ,

4, During the depression period employment fell.

This period of unemployment placed the trade unions in a

weak bargaining position. A return to somewhat stable con

ditions and slow economic expansion during the latter part

of the period, 1937-1939, however, did not revitalize trade

union activity. Generally, the periods which mark the

greatest expansion in the tr^e union movement are those

in which employment conditions, wage rates, and living costs

change rapidly.



5* The few job opportunities caused by lack of

industrial development hindered the building of a perma

nent labor force*

6. Wage-laborers usually were not v^.olly dependent

upon the wages they received for full support# fhe wages

earned either helped to supplement their agricultural in

comes, or wages were supplemented by agricultural produce

grown near the centers of ®aploym®cit# As a result, the

worker felt no immediate Interest in bettering his work

ing conditions*

Prom 1939 to 1945, two factors of great importance

encouraged both rapid industrial development and trade union

organization# fhe first was the enactment, beginning in

1939, of the Colonial Development and Welfare Acts. The

acts called for the compulsory registration of trade unions,

the establlsiment of a labor department, and defined the

status, rights and the legal obligations incumbent upon the

trade unions. As stated by Warmlngton (1950t7)s

The growth of trade unionism has been facili
tated by the passage of protective legisla
tion and by government's policy of positively
encouraging the establishment of responsible
workers' organizations and guiding them on
the lines considered (on British experience)
to be the soundest ones.

By 1941, a Labour Department was officially set up

and staffed. With the help of trained union organizers,

registrations proceeded at a qul<^ pace*

The second factor to Influence trade union growth



was World War Two. The war years called for an expansion

of Industrial units in order to supply the allied world

with strategic materials for aefense. Increased manpo?rer

demands were maae hy the newly established Inaustries and

many changes on the economic ana social level resulted from

this exoansions

1. Ihere was a rapid increase In employment stimu

lated by both industrial expansion and the need for recruits

for the armed forces. This in turn brought about a labor

atoortage.

2. Ihe rapid economic exoansion brought an end to

stable prices and wage rates,

3. As a protest to soaring prices and high livihg

costs, trade unions were organized.

The rapid increase in both the number of trade unions

registered and of manbera listed is evident from the follow

ing Table,

Table 9, Growth of Trade Unions, 1940-1945, Nigeria,

Year Number of unions Iviemb er snJ

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

3,500
12,892
26,275
27,154
30,000
27,261

Source: Rooer 1958:107.

The trade unions which formed at this time were, how

ever, in an awkward position. Any disruption of the war



effort would only bring about dlsaoproval from the govern

ment since at this time most of organized labor consisted

of government employees. This did not prevent tlie newly

organized labor unions from demanding certain benefits by

threatening to strike. This proved to be so effective that

soon the strike became the basic bargaining tool. The 8dmi6»-

istratlon then was forced to take an active hand in the

settlement of labor disputes which led to several official

wage boosts. These raises formed an aaded incentive for

further trade union growth.(Roper 1958;58-61),

A period of economic unrest following the war caused

a further expansion of the trade union movement. Returning

veterans looking for work, increased numbers of technical

trainees from the wartime industries, and a rising coat of

living also contributed to the unrest. At this time, strikes

became increasingly the method employed for the settlement

of trade disputes. Trade unions, although recognized by the

government, were not seen in a favorable light by private

industry. Since they failed to recognize the trade unions

as representatives of labor, management often W3uld not

negotiate. Little tinder standing was shown by either side,

largely due to the inexperience of both sides in the han

dling of such affairs. Private business felt that its

prerogatives in the management of its own affairs wre en

dangered, and refused to consider the demands of union repre

sentatives, They often went to such extremes as locking their

doors, dianisslng all employees, or removing the labor leaders



to other trenches of the company. Small wonder then that,

in the face of the resistance hy both eiaes to understand

the other's position, trade unionism grew as fast as it did.

Table 10, Growth of Traoe linions, 1940-1)49, Nigeria,

Year

1946

1947

1948

1949

ilumber of Unions

52,747
76,362
90,862

109,998

Sourcej Roper, 1958:107.

The colonial administration failed to provide the

adequate mediation and arbitration machinery through which

negotiations could take place peaceablyj(Roper 1958:62-67),

From 1950 to 1960, trade union development is marked

by a decrease in the use of the strike and an irici'ease in

the solving of labor disputes at low-level meoiationl This

was brought about mainly through the Labour Department's

increased activity in Hie affairs of labor and management.

Instead of a large company-wide strike, official or unoffi

cial, being called over some minor local issue, grievances

were settled at lower managerial levels. For example,

during the period 1954 to 1955, there had been fifty labor

disputes of which thirty resulted in strikes. The most

important was toe strike of the mlneworkers on the Jos Pla

teau over wage claims. This strike finally had to be set-



tied by an arbitration tribunal. In the period 1956 to

1957, there oceurecl one hundred and five disputes of whldb

only thirty-three resulted in strikes. Only one of these

had to be settled by arbitration (n, S. Bureau of Foreign

Commerce 1957:94).

Under stricter governmental supervision and control,

the trade union movement grew more quickly than at any other

period of its history, Pollovdng government example, more

and more of the privately owned businesses acceoted unioni

zation, Ihe registration figures bear this out quite well.

Table 11, Growth of Trade Unions, 1951-1960, Nigeria.

Year

1951

1955

1960

number of Unions

144,386
165,082
250,000

Source: U, S, Bureau of Foreign Commerce, 1957:169,

Accurate figures for determining the size of trad©

\jinions are alnK>st impossible to obtainj they are usually

overstated and because of the migrant nature of most of the

labor supply, union membership rosters are in a constant

state of flux. Then too, little is done by the union offi

cials to keep accurate accounts of trade union membership.

Even so, an Informed guess can be mad.e from the statistics

1, The mine vrorkera seem to have been a constant source of
lengthy labor disputes. The bloodiest and most national
In scope prior to this time was the mine workers* strike
at Enugu, November of 1949, in which many persons were
killed or injured.



available. Warrnington (1960:7) states that about thirty

percent of the trade unions claim a membership of over a

thousand while over one-third of the trade unions have

less than one hundred members. Of the one-third with less

tian one hundred members, about one in five have less than

fifty members. These figures indicate that unions are

either very large or very small. The figures quoted are

partially confirmed by those which were taken from the in

formation gathered by the United States department of Labor,

Table 12. Size of Trade Unions, Nieeria

Membership Ran e Number of Unions Percentage of Unions

0 - 500 13 22):
500 - 1,000 10 \1%

1,000 - 5,000 27 46^
5,000 -.10,000 2 3)b

10,000 — 20,000 6 lO/o
20,000 ana over 1

Total 100^

iiource: tj, s. Office of International Labor Affairs,
1958:21.4-21.20.

Care, however, should be taken when using the above

Table, for of the three hundred and thirteen traae unions

registered, only sixty have been listed by the Deoartment

of Labor. Nevertheless, the figures given for union member

ship come close to tne ostlmatea total number of wage earners

listed as belonging to labor unions in Nigeria. Furthermore,

assuming taat only the largest have been listed is aa erro

neous as it is to assume that those not listed fall into the



less than one thousand membepship bpacketn fop If such wepe

the case the percentage figure derived froni the revised

figures would be eleven percent above one thousand and eighty-

eight percent below one thousand and consequently in sharp

disagreement with figures given by Warmlngton. All in all,

it Is highly probable that while most of the remaining un

listed trade unions undoubtedly fall into the lower brackets,

enough claim a large membership so that the distribution is

not too different from the original figures.

Federations of Labor

Before going on to a discussion of some of the diffi

culties and particular problems which have been encountered

by the Labour Department and union organizations in Nigeria,

attention will be turned to trade union organization at a

hi#er level, that of trade union federations.

The Nigerian Trade Union Congress was first organized

In 1943 and served for many years as the only representative

of labor on a national scale, A split In the Congress

occured in 1949, mainly on political grounds. To resolve

the differences which arose, a new organization emerged in

1953 called the All Nigerian Trade Union Federation. By

the end of 1954, thirty-ei^t of the one hundred and seventy-

seven Nigerian trade linions had become affiliated. This

represented about 91,215 out of 165,082 members. Prom 1954

until 1957 only an additional nineteen trade unions joined

the national association Office of International

Labor Affairs 1958821.2-21.3).



Ther® wei*® several reasons for this failure to

affiliate j

1. Because of the great size of Nigeria, the dis

tance between industrial centers and the very poor means

of cxjBiffivmicationi there Is a real difficulty In corre

lating activities between the B# C» officials and the

separate unions.

2. The coat of travel and the time lost from work

prevent frequent meetings of union delegates. As a result,

the T, B. C. officials tend to act on their own concerning

matters of policy.

S» The burden of financing tiie travel and Incidental

expenses of union delegates is prohibitive to most affiliated

unions,

4, Many of the trade unions distrust the motives of

the T. B. G. because of Its tendency to become involved in

politics.

In April of 1957 another split occurred and a dis

sident faction of the A. N. T. B. P, formed another organi

zation called the National Council of Trade Bnlons. The

newly organized N. C, T. B. consisted of twenty affiliates.

By the end of 1957 the A, N, T. B, P» embraced thirty-nine

affiliated unions with a aeKtoership of 57,116, The N, C,

T. B» contained twenty-four affiliated unions with a

membership of 49,946 (B, S, Office of International Labor

Affairs 1958:21.2).

Problems in Trade Bnlon Pevelopment

Trade union development has been hampered by par-



tleulay problems which cannot b® solved quickly but which

must in time be eliminated or alleviated before an effi

cient and effective control of industrial relations can

be achieved. The problems fall into one of three major

catagorles: organ!zationji internal administration, and

employer relations.

difficulty in the communication of ideas looms as

one of the basic problem®. This includes not only the dif

ficulty of communication between union officials and union

members, but also b0twe®Q industry and the trade union and

between the public administration and the labor union.

Industrial aise poses a second problem. Most indus

tries in Jiigerls are of a small size In #ilch the family

makes up the basic working unit, augmented In some cases

by a few hired laborers. These small industries provide

moat of the wage earning opportunities in the country and

this poses a handicap of no mean proportion to the develop

ment of an active trade union organization. The workers

in the snail businesses are often related and closely tied

to their employers who not only pay their wages but very

often Include such extras as housing and food, mutual

loyalties which the employer and employees develop are

strong, especially in view of the constant fsce-to-face

contacts between them. This tends to build up a sense of

mutual obligation and trust. It Is no wonder then that

unionization tends to be stronger in ttie larger Industries

ifoere no such Intlmt® contacts are possible.



Hilrd, thd characteristics of the labor fore® itself

ar® tho greatest detriment to tho organization of labor

unions. The high mobility rate, seasonal work habits, and

lack of technical education are all factors which hinder

the establishaent of the stable, permanent, and specialized

labor force seemingly necessary for an effective trade union

program.

The defects in the internal administration of trade

unions are caused by many of the sfflae factors mentioned

above. Poor c^jmrninlcationa and individualistic tendencies

of leadership lead to unorganized general policy. Union

branches tend to go their own way in labor policy. There

is a lack of moral as well as financial support from the

membership. Also, because of the lack of union leaders

trained In trad® union practices, Warmington (1960il0)

notes thats

Standards of atolnlstratlon of Public Monies
In West Africa tend not to be high ifcen there
is not strict supervision by a body which can
apply sanctions against misapplication or poor
accounting. .There seems to be a tradition
of more or less personal administration of
funds, possibly on tho analogy of chiefly ad
ministration.

The Department of Labour has looked askance at such

behavior and at times has had to ask the Registrar of Trade

Unions to revoke the registration of the offending labor

union.

Relations between trade unions and employers. In the

past and at present, have not always been congenial, The

fault arises mainly because of the Intolerance shown by



130th aides which has often led to had bargaining proce

dures. As Pedler {1951j101) remarks:

Among the teething troubles of African trade
unions is the tendency to make unreasonable
dsnanda. Deplorable ojtaraploa have occurred
of strikes which could never succeed because
the workers' demands wore beyond all possi
bility of acceptance.

On the other hand, management has not always been

willing to recognize the labor union as a responsible body

which represents their workers, I'arralngton (1960:93) writes,

concerning the attitude of the Cameroons Development Corpo

ration:

There seems to have appeared on occasion a
rather patron!zing atlitude, and, despite
superficially friendly relations, a tend
ency to disaalss the statements of the
union during consultative meetings and In
negotiations as either ill-informed or un
reliable, and some of their more progres
sive suggestions as being hardly open to
consideration. This attitude, whether it
were consciously held or not, would tend
to lead to unnecessary bad feeling, and
hence to difficulties In later negotlaticna.

As can be seen, the main factor leading to poor rela

tions is caused directly by the inexperience in the handling

of labor negotiations of both parties involved,

^ final note to be touched upon concerns t3ie psycho

logical factor which can, when consciously or unconsciously

expressed, affect negotiations. As Warmington (1960:12)

remarks:

The unionist's attitude to a European manage
ment is necessarily affected by his attitude
to Eluropeans qua Europeans - as representatives
of an imperialist power or as foreign commer
cial exploiters, or simply of a rather arrogant



alien 2»ace - as well aa by anaggai'ated dif-
farences in culture and ways of thought.
Tlid Suropsan has corresponding suhconseious
attitudes towards the African negotiators,
color,reel by general '^x.iropQan trends of
thou#it about Africans, and the fact that
praviously inoat coatavots whldhi tl.e f^uropoans
may have bad with Africans have been with
subordinatea or servants rather than with
equal parties to a contract.

.'■in
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CHAPTER V

TRADE tFNIOMS AMD THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

Introduction

There are more adequate reference laaterials upon

which to draw conclualons on the relations "between trade

unions and the political system than was the case for the

developassnt of trade unions in either Ghana or Nigeria#

Because of the close connection between political and eco

nomic life, much more has been written on the subject.

The average African laborer today is torn between

two loyalties. This dualism is caused by tiie juxtaposi

tion of two fields of administrative powerj on the one

hand the traditional auttiority structure which is gener

ally localized in character, and on the other, the modern

political system whidi is basically an import, modeled on

the British system of government.

In West Africa the traditional political systems

were marked in the most generalized sense by a monarchic

administration coupled with a legislative and advisory

body which was democratic In form. Both bodies served as

a check upon the policies and powers of the other.

The monarchical nature of the traditional govern-*



mental foms was evident the choice of chiefs, both

ffllnon and paramount* In tills case the leaders diosen were

essentially those whose primary qualification was that

they were members of the royal lineage within the conmiunlty.

This choice of leaders exemplifies the monarchical nature

of the system in that only members of the local or regional

rojral families could be considered for the position of chief

and as well for certain other positions of authority con

ferred on the basis of heredity* In the hands of these

officials was placed the responsibility for the adminis

tration of the state, 2iis Included tiie distribution of

lands, the appointment of minor officials, and the conduct

of affairs of state, such as the organization of religious

ceremonies which in itself formed the bulk of the activi

ties of the chief of state. The office ©id the office

holder were in the peculiar position of being in a more

sacred than secular standing within the coranaanlty. The

chief was treated as a sacred agent, Ih® well-being of

the country or community depended upon his well-being. He .

carried within himself and in his actions all the sacred

authority of the nation*s and the community*s Sods and Sod

like ancestors. His authority in all matters could not be

disputed by any private citizen unless that citizen sat on

1
the general council*

1. Even today the supporters of Dr. E, Mkrumah claim this
sacredness of office to be operative (New York Times
November 19, 1961jSec. I?, p* 4),



Th0 leaders of the state were limited In their powers

toy an advisory council mad© up of the heads of the leading

families of the state# Hies© met in conjunction with state

executives and acted as advisors to the chiefs concerning

prohlems not iBaiiediately covered under present legal pre*

cedent# lit this way the heads of government received advice

on local affairs and on the temperaiMnt of tii© population at

large# Disregard of advice without sufficient cause, or ad

monishment toy the general council for an Ill-formed action

could lead to the deposition of the chief# This very feature

helped to prev^t the government frcoi toecoming autocratic In

form#

Traditionally the large states in Ghana and Nigeria,

the Ashanti and the Yoriiba for example, were not hi^ly cen

tralized# Saoh nation-state was composed of numerous semi-

aatonomous provinces# ihe provinces were broken up into a

number of districts and subdistricts, each of which main

tained many rights of self-determination in local and re

gional affairs# This loose federation of provinces and dis

tricts was bound togelher less toy force than toy a common

heritage of such features as coismon language, customs, his

tory, and territory#

As was stated previously, the formulation of govern

ment policy was democratic in the extreme, reaching to the

lowest administrative unit within the state. At toe lowest

level, the village, the administration was formed as at the

hi^iest level, with a council and a chief. The meetings



wer© ©elfiom closed but pathar open to all adult members of

th© comrsunlty# Th© temper of the community was always

taken Into account In ■&© preparation and formulation of

legislation. Ho action was taken which was not in unanl-

im)us agreement by all members of the council.

The modern political system with Its free elective

process, along with modem urbanization, increase In non-

agricultural wage-labor, educational institutions, and th©

greater heterogeneity of population have led the way to

greater personal freedom. Young men, particularly th© edu

cated, were ill-disposed toward the traditional authorities

because of their conservative natures and their illiteracy,

Under the nev/ system, an outlet was created, not only for the

desires of the purely v/age-seoking element of the population,

but also for those dissatisfied persons who were previously

contained within the tracE tlonal political system. Young

men now could succeed more quickly and at an earlier age In

th© cities tl^an under the traditional system. Another ex

ample of the means by which the modern political structure

has aided the breakdown of traditional authority is the

establi^iment of social welfare agencies designed to serve

some of the same f^mctions, such as sickness, accident, and

unemployment insurance, as those within the traditional

structure. The new political system is universal# It crosses

not only ethnic but also religious and linguistic lines.

Rtilea and regulations are equally applicable to all citizens

within national boundries.



and the Modern Poli t! cal Systems

As pointed out In an earlier chapter, the grouping

of lahor into economic associations was a traditional prac

tice* Craft guilds and traders* associations formed the

bulk of these organizations, but these forms differed widely

in function and organization from the TOdern industrial

unions* Although craft guilds and traders* associations

exist today side by side with labor unions, the traditional

forms had and still have no great influence on the struc

ture and function of the present-day trade unions {Roper

1958S48-51), This study is concerned basically wlHi the

urban wage-earning element which in Ghana and Nigeria ac

counts for between five and ten percent of the population

of both countries* Furthermore, this labor force Is con

fined to the large population centers where traditional

authority is relatively weak and uninfluential,^

Ihe labor union as an economic organization has been

legally sanctioned, not by traditional authorities, but by

the modern political machinery set up in both states* More

over, the trade union is a body which has grown up within

a framework of modern political law and sanctioned as the

only legal force sftilch is capable of and authorized to han

dle collective bargaining procedures in the modern indus

trial system* The labor movement is obligated to follow

the legal structure as set up by the modem political sys

tem of which it forma a part* As a result, its actions are

subordinated to the authority which legally sanctions Its



©xlstenca. Because of its legal atajidards and law making

powers, the goirernffient stands in a position to influence

the growth of the labor movement. Ihia power has been used

extensively by the govemmont of Ghana, as will be shown,

but not, as yet, by that of Nigeria,

Ghana

In Ghana there is theoretically a two party ay atom.

One party, ti:j@ Convention People*s Party, predominates

politically, Tl'io oPi,oait ion, the TJnltod Party, is for all

practical purposes defunct, Tlils was amply demonstrated

whm the G, P» P, olmnged the form of government in 1960

from a loos® federation to a strong central government and

formed the Bepublio of Ghana over the objections of the

United Party {Bossier 1960t29-31), A furliier example is

the arbitrary iaprisoimsBnt or exile of the top officials

©f the United Party, recently, as en^nies of the state

{Hew York Times October 4, 1961ilj and November 4, 1961s3),

HiO trade union movement has been very closely asao-

dated with the C. F» P, almost since Its Inception In 1949,

Th9 trade unions, as organiz^od groups, were easily utilized

towai*d gaining political ends, and they were used for this

purpose, Adoia (1999:126) writes that j

Modernisation, social as well as economic, has
boon the keynote of this party*s success. Tlie
growth in numbers of educated, detribalized
citizens who need political organization and
nationalist feelings to replace lost kinship
ties and tribal loyalties, has provided a dedi
cated core of party workers.

This core of "dedicated party workers" is not only



to t)6 found in the rank and file but also among the very

leadership of the trad© union movement itself^ John

Tettegah, the man largely resoonslfele for the reorganiza

tion of the Trade Union Congress, is not only the General

Secretary of the T. W» 0. but also Is a member of toe C.

F. P. Central Committee working closely with goveironent

officials# In its bid for power, the C# P# P. has not only

depended upon mobilizing labor toward its own ends but has

also reciprocated in many ways, such as meeting the demands

of the more militant labor leaders. For this support,

labor had unconditionally supported the C. P. P. in every

political struggle. In an address, Mensah (labour Mov.

1960i26), the Western Regional Secretary of the T. U, C.

praised!

Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah atoo relieved the
workers of economic hardship by the Intro
duction of co-operative movements through
the medium of ♦tndusco* - Industrial Co
operative Societies Limited and tb© National
Council of Oo-eperst!vea.

Labor*® obligations to Pr. Nkruwah and the C, 'p. P.

are further stressed (tahour Nov. 1960fgS)«

The clearest, most precise and positive con
tribution that Ghana Labour owes toward...
the new Republic of Ghana - is to help In
creating the principle system upon which a
socialist way of life can be established end
progressively developed.

And, it might be added, the T, tJ. C» follows the 0,

P. P. line on economic development. In the same article,

Ghana Labour la called the "industrial wing" of the C. P. P.,

Ttoile the party Is In turn spoken of as the "political expres-



aion" of the labor movement. Finally, becoming Increas*^

ingly militant, ti e article further states that (Labour'

Mov. 1960s 23};

Ghana Labour is naturally and originally
commit ted to follow the farty-iine.,, (aiid)
,,.no deviationist tendencies aiiall be tol
erated from the rank and file...

In a statement by Prank de Veer (Labour Mov. I960;

26), another high-ranking labor leader, the;

..♦worker's loyalty to the President and
the government was unconditional and,..,
that no one could enjoy full protection
and supoort of the trade union movement
if he was not a member of the C.P.P.

Finally, in order to impress'union solidarity and

loyalty upon the membership, a list of points members should

keep in mind was published (Labour Oct. 1960;4j lev. 1960;22);

You Are An Enemy Of The Union If...
You are an enemy of your trade union if you
secretly convey a decision taken at a union
meeting to management#

«• You are an enemy of the union if you accept
money or promotion as favour in return of
leaking union information to management pur
posely to antagonise your union official -
You are equally a traitor,

«■ You are an enemy of your union if you stand
against a majority decision of the union
which you know very well was taken in the
interest of the movement#

■» You are an enemy of the union if you fail
to attend union meetings regularly.
You are an enemy of the union if you under
mine the solidarity of the working class
movement•
Any worker found indulging in these and
other subversive activities must be exposed
and denounced as the greatest enemy of
society.

In education, the C. F. P. has taken further steps

to ensure the close cooperation of labor by the establish-



ment of the Kwam© Nkrumah Institute, In a speech delivered

at the opening of the Hall of IVade Unions, Dr. Nkrumah

(1960j6) stated;

I feel proud that ray name should he asso
ciated with this Institute which will give
educational and ideological training to
Party activists, trade union officials,
officers of the Farmers' Council and co-
ooerators of the National Co-operative
Council# In addition it will train free
dom fighters from all over Africa who
wish to come to Ghana for ideological and
educational orientation,

The Institute will comprise two sections,
namely, the fos3, tive Action Training Centre
and the Ideological Training Centre. The
Kwame Nkrumah Institute will he controlled

exclusively by the Central Corcmitte© and
will not be subject to any regulations of
the Education lepartraent or the Ghana Edu
cational Trust, It will be the chief means
of counteracting the mlaeducation which
has continued for so long and will in due
course effectively direct the freedom move
ment for African emancipation.

The values and Ideals which the political party con

siders necessary for the purpose of creating a socialist

state will undoubtedly form the basis of the curriculum.

While the Institute offers many subjects of very real and

practieal use for labor leaders, there is no denial that

"Nkrumaism" will stand high on the list of tliose subjects

required as a prerequisite for candidates taking course

work.

In Nigeria's present situation, three political par

ties predominate in Federal and Regional affairss

1, The National Council for Nigeria and the Cameroons,



under the leadership of Dr. N, Azlkwe, is the most mili

tant and radical of the parties. Originally formed In the

Eastern Region, it has managed to remain in control of the

Eastern House of Parliament, as well as to hecome the

spokesman for the opposition in the Western Regional Assem

bly.

S. The Action Party which controls the Western iiouse

of Parliament Is under the leadership of Chief Awolowo, and

was formed to counteract both the policies of the N. C. N. C«

Party as well as to represent the interests of the Yoruha

peoples. Conservative and somewhat ethnocentric in policy,

it has not attained great national prominence In the Central

Government,

3, The Northern People's Congress was formed as

(Adam 1959:121):

...a political party in much the same way as
the Democratic Party in douthern States of
the United States, that is, it is primarily
an instrument for tlie protection of an en
dangered social structure rather than a
repository for national or regional policies,

Tiiis party now controls the administration of the

Federation of Nigeria and is headed by Prime Minister Tafewa

Balewa, a liberal member of the N, P, C,

As a result of this regional split in political affili

ation, the situation in Nigeria is quite a bit more complex

than that of Ghana. Several factors can be cited to point

this out:

1. There is no single political party which con

trols the Federal Government to the exclusion of its oppo-



sitlori. Neither does any one party control exclusively

the pollGy-makJ,ng executive board,

2, Hie political party of greatest strength, the

Northern People's Congress, derives most of its support

from the area of least Industrlallssatlon and consequently

of least labor unionization,

3. The area of bluest union organization is in

"the ?i?eatern Region whose political party. Hie Action Party,

comes out only second best in the formulation of national

policy.

There Is no evidence as yet of a feeling of national

union solidarity great enough to have any political poten

tial and which can effectively be put to use for the bene

fit of any one political party. Indeed, the evidence

points out that a policy of independent action on the part

of both labor leaders and the unions is more in line with

trade union ideology in Nigeria,^ At times, liowever, large

scale Industrial strikes have been used by political par

ties, but there Is no evidence of the Instigation of strikes

by tlie union for political purposes. Rattier, in times of

such economic turmoil, promises are made by tie contending

parties to the trade unions for their support in an election,

No prolonged allegiance to one party or the other, on either

1, For instance, reference can be made to the inability of
organized labor to combine Into a National Trade Union
Congress expressing, unity of purpose. Instead, today,
there are two national councils to which only about one-

third of the registered trade unions are affiliated.



a national or regional baais, is brought out by the record

(Warnxington 1960 j7) . !

Labor leadership is rather indepenoent. It does not

relish relinquishing its independence to the whims and fan

cies of politicians. On the hand, nei&er will it attempt

to mobilize the forces at its disDossl for the benefit of

any higher Ideological cause. It prefers to maintain the

status quo. Itils separation of economic from political

power becomes very evident from Warmington's study of the

C, D. C. Workers* Union. In this case, the trade union had

been used for personal benefit in relation to political

arr.bltlon. Persons would attain an administrative position

in the union through which wider contacts would be attained

beyond union circles. Prestige was gained because of tills

position, as well as personal recognition over a large

area, but rather than make use of the facilities of the

trade union, the leaders woula resign and then run for polit

ical office, Tnia routine was followed in five successive

instances during the history of the C. L. C, 'Workers' Union

(Varmlngton 1960: 30 ),

Another example of the attainment of personal pov;er

strictly within the economic sphere and unettachisd. to any

single political motive is the case of B. 0, OJly© who, as

Hod^in (1958:137) states, conformed:

...to the traditional chiefly pattern: a
'wizard*, who built up a great reputation
for himself by the wage increases which he
won for his miners, and came in time to
dominate the mirje management as well as his
own union.,..



His unscrupulous handling of the Enugu Colliery

Workers' Union, however, finally led to his imprlsoninent.

Both of the ahove cases come from basically rural areas

where central control is least likely to be strong. 'jSie

situation may b© quite different in the highly urbanized

centers. Unfortunately there appears to be no information

availadle at present as to the relative imoortance of trade

unions to the political movements in such areas.



CHAPTER VI

THE EFFECTS OP TRADE TINIDHISM IN GHANA AND NIGERIA

Although trade unionism is comparatively underde

veloped in Ghana and Nigeria, it has directly influenced

certain aspects of the social, political, and economic

systems oi these countries. The greatest influence has

been confined largely to the ruodern urban areas and its

permanent resiuents. The percentage of «age-iaborers,

even including temporary workers, is still less than ten

percent of the total populations of botli countries. Of

this fflnall number, less than fifty percent have had any

contact with labor unions in the past. This group is

small numerically, but it is an important force today and

will increase in Imccrtance with the growing industriall-

Eatlon of the future. Its importance stems from the fact

that union members form the basis of a particular elite.

In this elite, the beginnings of the formations of a new

social structuring^ basea upon standards other than tra

ditional may be seen. This new social class of industrial

wage-laborers has emerged from contact and adaptation to a

new economic system. Its importance lies in the potential

influence it may be expected to have upon all segments of



West Afi-ican society. Already definite changes and alter

ations in patterns of thought and action have occurred in

most spheres of dally life. Several generalizations can

be made concerning this emerging elite and its role in

economic, political, ana social change.

Trade Unioiiism and the Lconomic

Although several forms of economic association were

known in traditional society, it was not until the intro

duction of trade unionism by the British in the early 1940's

that an organization whose orlroe objective was the protest

of conditions of labor, was known. Mutual aid associations

of various types are still much in use in traditional society.

In spite of the many technological innovations which have

been introduced by the Europeans, the daily agricultural

routine has not basically changed. Few persons have as yet

taken to large scale cosmercial farming or can afford to

invest in costly labor saving farming devices. As a result,

it la cneaper to call upon one's kin or friends when large

amounts of labor are required than to invest in agricul

tural machinery.

The essentially conservative nature of rural areas,

the close religious ties between man and the land, and also

the traditional restrictions on the use of land, have had

a direct bearing on the maintenance of the status quo. More

over, community organizations are still very much an integral

oart of the social life in the rural areas, Tlriese associa-



t;lona act as a unifying force within the conitaunity in that

close extra-kin ties are created. This in turn fosters a

feeling of coma.unity well-being which transcends individual

well-being through the mutual aid of all the members.

Although, over the years, the rural areas have tended

to retain their traditional economic associations with little

transformation in either form or function, this has not been

the case in the larger villages and the urban areas. Con

tact with moaern commercial ana administrative institutions,

as well as the influence of new ideas, has tended to modify

much of traditional life and social organization.

The traditional economic association which has under

gone the greatest change because of this European Influence

in the urban areas, has been the craft guilds. The general

organization and function of the traaitlonal guiloa were

markedly similar from society to society in Ghana and

Nigeria. Each guild was formed of kindred, had a hierarchy

of titled positions, was organized on local and national

levels, and claimed a mythical origin of the craft and con

sequently the sole right to practice a certain craft, Ihe

guilds were basically concerned with economic problems, but

in addition each had definite oolitical, religious, and

social prerogatives and outies. The head craftsmen of the

guilds, in most cases, were given political titles and were

considered members of the royal courts, Tl-ie guild members

themselves enjoyed a special social status within the com

munity, Religiously, the guild often formed the nucleus of

a cult with special extra-craft functions,



The gullGs maintained strict control, often backed

by political powers, over the productloa and distribution

of goods as well as control over who aight practice the

craft. 'Hire© major factors in the political and economic

scene contributed to th© breakdown in the monopolistic con

trol of the traditional guilds over industrial production:

1. The enforced peace under the British acaninistraf

tlon brought about a decrease in the neea for armaments.

Since the making of weapons formed the greater part of indus

trial production in many coiEmunitles, a very Important source

of revenue was cut off,

^  2, The imoortatlon of European products, such as

agricultural tools, textiles, and ornaments, made obsolete

many traditional crafts because of the superior quality

ana competitive cost of the imported goods. This also liad

a drastic effect on the Income of craftsmen as the tradi

tional governments favored th© Imported goods.

3. Th© introduction of modem manufacturing tech

niques and technology, as well as new occupations, contrib

uted to the breakdown of the traditional guild, system.

These Innovations became public rather than private prop

erty <

Lacking the powers to control both producers and the

production of goods, ana with the loss of the greater part

of their business, th© guilds were In no position to domi

nate the market. Because the guild heads no longer could

fulfill their obligations to the guild members, the members



in turn could no longer afford to give support to the

guild leaders^ To adjust to these conditions,craftsmen

-were forced to adopt new ideas ana techniques as well as

supplementary crafts in order to compete with free crafts

men, This led in turn to each craftsman hecomine an indi

vidual economic unit, dependent upon his own ingenuity and

adaptlveness to modern needs for support. The develooing

individualism aided hy the absorption of new industries

resulted in the breakdown of family control over production

and distribution. This in turn led to the weakening and

disintegration of the traditional craft organizations.

In its place, a new form of commercial and industrial

control developed. The new association based its organi

zation on the need to regulate and standardize economic

conditions vvltiiin a given incustry, t:-truetwally, the

modern astociationa retained few features of the tradi

tional guild organization. Several differences between

the two forms are that in the modern guild, membership is

ooen to any practicing craftsman, regardless of kinship ties,
I

leadershio is on an elective basis, and the members are gov

erned by a formal set of rules and regulations agreed upon

by all

At the saiii© time that the traditional organizations

were undergoing a reformation, a new form of economic asso

ciation was established in Nigeria and Ghana to meet the

needs of wage-labor. This organization was the trade union.

Trade unionism, however, was a form of association com-



pletely new and little wnderatood by African labor. One

of the reasons behind this difficulty in adaptation was

that in traultional society, organized pretest to recog

nized authority was seldom. If ever, resorted to. There

was usually no need as the wants of workers were taken into

account since the social status of the employer was partially

dependent upon keeping as many workers as he could laboring

in his behalf.

Another reason was that trade unionism made an aopeal

to the individual to combine with others for his cvsn per

sonal benefit. To the Ghanaian or Nigerian who had been

brought up to consider first the welfare of fee community

rather than his own personal interests, this emphasis was

out of focus with his training. However, trade unionism,

continued to exoand, particularly after the Second World

V/ar, The growth in memtership was very erratic, usually

dependent upon the success of the trade union in meeting

deii®nds, Th© reasons for Joining, in most cases, varied

with the individual. Most persons showed little comore-

henslon of the basic philosophy behind trade unionism and

when questioned as to Joining gave as reasons that they

were forced, asked, or told to Join, Many on the other

hand, mistook th© function of the unions and presupposed

them to coincide with the functions of tribal unions or

associations of a social or political nature with which

they were more familiar. Changes in these attitudes

required, above all, a permanent membership, active par-



ticipatlon In union affairs, and an understanaing of the

principles Involved in the functions of organized labor#

bince membership tended generally to be fluio, especially

in the early days, little progress was made. On the #iole,

trade unionism, on its own efforts, made little headway

except among certain classes, mainly among the skilled and

professional workers and In certain large scale Industries

such as mining.

The presence of trade unions end Edropean ideas of

labor relations have served a dual purpose. First, an

organization has been created by which an effective block

of manpower is capable of bargaining with management on an

equal level for the Improvement of conditions of labor,

A second purpose la manifest through its Influence In chang

ing attitudes concerning work, employers, and the responsi

bilities of wage laborers. To some extent, trade unions

have acted to soften the impact on the workers of the radi

cal changes involved in die shift from traditional to modern

concepts of labor. Through this machinery the economic

wants and needs of the wage-laborer are made known to the

employer. The employers of industrial labor have also

certain basic wants and requirements wh5 ch are necessary

to efficient industrial production. Although new patterns

of labor are agreed upon and enforced by contract tl rou^

labor negotiations, the greatest change in labor practices

affects the worker, who must of necessity reform his work

patterns. For modern industrial technology is unitary in



the sense that it cannot conform to the needs of the peoole

hut rather the people must conform to Its neeos. Of all

the changes to which the Afrlcsn has to conform, an adjust

ment to a change in work patterns is the most difficult.

The trade union forms an Instrument which cannot he easily

ignored by management and through which the African can

have a voice in the speed and type of change which best

suits his tempcrment.

In traditional society, the pattern of work is in

formal and although a certain amount of labor is expected

of each individual, this can be done at the individual's

convenience. There is also a close tie between religion

and social and economic life. Much of the Africans' time

is takai ut) satisfying social and religious obligations

which occur at irregularly spaced intervals. As a result,

much time la needed away from work. Furthermore, leisure

time is highly valued as incicative of social status within

the community. These factors have evolved into a pattern

of labor which allows an informal work routine. Irregular

work habits, «uad a preference for leisure.

Counter tx) this runs a set of work patterns which

developed out of the needs of modern industry. This work-

ethic, Ideally, demands of the wage-laborer that he work

hard, be efficient, maintain regular hours at work, be

dependable, be capable of assuming responsibility, and be

able to take over a job with a minimum amount of training.

An Industrial society demands a certain degree of regi-



mentation and stability* There must be a steady source of

labor available, trained and willing to work permanently*

In order to bring this about, the modeivi governments

of Ghana and Hlgeria have instituted welfare legislation.

This legislation is designed, especially In Ghana, to de

crease the control of traditional authorities and also to

transfer the functions of social welfare from the family

to the state. These programs give the individual an alter

native to complete dependence upon his family for welfare.

It la hoped that the incentives offered by the governments

will be great enou^ to bi^ak up traditional kinship obli

gations and free more persons for work where and when needed.

Since this legislation is fairly new, the effect it will have

on the supply of labor for large scale industrial projects,

such as that of the Volta River Power Project In Ghana, is

unknown «

Attitudes toward employers in traditional society

were usually tempered by the Individual's actual relation

ship to his employer. There is, in traditional society,

a standardised set of reciprocal obligations which regu

late the behavior and actions between employers and em

ployees, When entering the wage-labor market, the indi

vidual is placed in a setting in tinIch these factors are

inoperative, "Hie individual is unsure of his position in

relation to his HK>derii employer. The type of work as well

as the conditions of labor are equally unfamiliar. The

modern employer is respected as a controller of economic



assets sad aa a leadap* Howavep, conflict occups tdian th©

modepn ©mployeps fall to meet obllgatlona expected of an

employer in tpaditlonal society. ®i©s© obligations ape^

generally, to look after the social welfare of the employee

and his family, to give counsel and advice to the ®aployee»s

personal problems, and to furnish the indiviaual with food,

clothing and lodging. modem ̂ ployer la concerned wltti

the social welfare of his workers only i^en it affects pro

duction, and feels his responsibility ends with the payment

of wages.

Since the African worker is usually a rural emigrant,

he comes into an unfamiliar situation in the city and par

ticipates In a much different life. His warking companions,

more likely than not, will be members of other tribal groups.

He will have little of the companionship and sense of belong

ing that is typical of his small community. There are few

friends to turn to and relatives to confide in. Cbntscts

in the trade union may provide a substitute for the sym

pathy expected from employers and fellow employees. The

trade unions, in this respect, perfom an essential service

in providing an outlet for the presentation and resolution

of workers* grievances.

Trade Unionism and the Political System

Trade union Sinvolve^nt in political affairs de

veloped along very different lines in Ghana and Nigeria,

Ihereaa in Nigeria trM© unions have purposely remained



aloof from polities, preferring to retain their independ

ence, the trade unions in Shana have In ©asenee heeome an

arm of the central government#

fh© relationship of trade unions to the modem politi

cal systems in both countries can he viewed in two ways, the

influence of trade unions on the political system and the

influence of the political system uoon trad© unionism# In

Ghsna, since Its ©aergenc© as a free nation, there are

extremely close ties between trade unions and the dominant

political party in power# These ties grew out of mutual

agreement as to the future economic and political develop-f

ment of Ghana as an industrial nation# Since trade unionism

did not receive support from traditional sources and since

economic innovations directly or Indirectly threatened to

undermine or drastically change traditional patterns of

authority, labor turned to the only organization responsive

to its needs# In return for this political confidence and

need for political support, the trade union leadership be

came politically active# One of the issues which brou^t

about this change in political allegiance from traditional

authorities to modern auttjoritles, was the lack of influence

of the younger educated elOTient in the governing of tradi

tional affairs. Another factor which Influenced this was

that the i»odern political and economic organizations offered

an alternative outlet for the expression of liberal ideas.

The elite that emerged became very popular and Influential,

especially among the younger members of the country# This



©merging ©lit© found the media of trad® unions and politi

cal parties to be effective and useful expressions of

their ideas.

In both Mlgerla and Ghana the d®v®lopa«nt of indus

trialization baa led to the growth of large urban centers.

These areas were not as populous in pre-Britiah days, and

their growth has depended upon migration from rural areas#

Unfortunately'^: the working force in the industrial centers

contains a high percentage of migratory short-time workers#

Migratory labor has not proved to be a dependable source of

wage-labor* In most cases the migrants had neither first

hand background in industrial practices nor were they very

well educated. This resulted in raising production costs

because of the high turnover and eaqjensiv© training processes.

For these reasons industrial production needs a permanent

labor force. In order to create a permanent labor supply,

greater incentives had to be offered to induce labor to

leave the rural communities and take up permanent residence

in the (dties where their labor was needed, Ptxrtharmore,

these incentives had to be great ©nou^ to counteract tradi

tional obligations. With this end, the government of Ghana

complied. Social welfare measures were legislatdd which

Included un^ployment insurance, health and weliare pro

grams, and pension plans. Also both the central govern

ment and the labor unions united in wholehearted support of

privately and publicly established cooperative and Insurance

schemes. It was hoped that these measures would offer alter-



native welfaj^e progrsKis to thoae existing in traditional

society. Second^ it was hoped to create an Independent

ataioaphere in which the individual could succeed in

divorcing himself from traditional kinship obligations

and bocoine increasingly dependent upon outside authori

ties for his welfare,

♦The government of Nigeria, however, has not taken

as strong a stand on social welfare measures. Nigeria's

federal structure is very weak and very much under the con*

trol of traditional authorities in two out cf t^iree of its

regions* Any plan to alter the established customs would

meet with serious objections. As a result, the trade imiona

in Nigeria have preferred to remain frea of political control

and domination, functioning almost exclusively In the economic

sphere. The larger trade unions have been wooed from time

to time for their political support^ but for considerations

of practical Interest, labor has not become openly affili

ated with any one party. On this issue, labor has shown

an intelligent restraint to becoming embroiled In non-eco-

nomlc matters. The Siugu Colliary Workers' Union and the

C, 0» G, Workers' Union, both organisations capable of

effective political action, have refrained from political

activity. Although the leadership of both unions com

manded considerable prestige and respect among the member

ship, none directly used this potential to gain political

office or to involve their unions in political action.

One final point can be made. This concerns recent



attempts l^y the government of Ghana directly to control

all trad® umlon activity through either political influ-

anoe or leglalation, la 1959 all trade uaioas were re

formed into sixteen large national unions under the con

trol of a central executive board and indirectly under the

control of the central govermant# Next, all union members

were required to join one of the national unions, to regis

ter if unemployed at the union hiring hall, and to submit

to a "voluntary" ohackoff, Purthariaore, all employers were

required to apply for help through the hiring hall. Finally,

further legislation was enacted to force all persona able

to work and who were not employed to register and accept

eaployuient from whatever source and whereover needed. This

was passed in order to force workers out of areas oversup-

plied with labor Into areas where there was a shortage.

It also was hoped to force economic hangers-on from de

pendence for support upon working members of their family,

a traditional obligation that many abused.

This extreme control of labor contrasts sharply with

the comparative freedom of the worker in Nigeria, However,

the conditions behind this are quite different for both

oouiitriea, la Ghana, the government has instituted a pro

gram of fast industrial expansion which calls for the con

trol and regulation of a large labor force in order to in

sure some measure ©f success. As Industry expands, so will

the need for more industrial labor. As a permenant labor

supply has not developed voluntarily, mainly because of



traditional tlea to land and family. It has had to b®

forced. Sine® this legislation Is fairly recent, the im

pact It will hav© upon th® traditional economy and social

systan cannot as yet be fully ascartalned. One thing that

is certain, however, is that as time goes by traditional

authority will be substantially weakened.

The Trade Unions and the Soc?-.el S-rstem

Intermittent or permanent contact with the irodem

economic systems of Ghana and Nigeria has produced changes

in various aspects of the social system, Latx)r in both

countries la of two general types: migratory short time

laborers and permanent laborers. By and large, moat per

manent laborers are union members and form the basis for

the laboring elite. Among this elite, modern attitudes

toward employers, labor, and industrialization have become

engrained and part of their lives. It is to this class

that transient lalx>r looks for explanations concerning

modem industrial practices. Although migrant labor cwmes

under fee influence of trade unions for only a short while,

the concepts of industrialization are no longer new. Some

of the effects are retained and adapted where ooasible in

the rural economic situation. This is a foot in the door

and is the imconscious mechanism by which the permanent

elite transmits their Influence to the rural community.

The function of the elite is in lessening the tensions of

adaptation of new attitudes and ideas through a sympathetic



wjiderstanding of the newcomer*s problems and concerns,

fhrough the medium of the trade union, t^e wag©»lahor©r*s

ejTOoaure to modern economic concepts and Ideas Is mad#

more meaningful. In this way the trade union performs a

very valuable function,

The urban areas already have had an impact on the

traditional kinship system, as regards both the size of the

kinship unit and its functions. Th.e range of extra-kin

associations of a traditional nature has also be^ drastic

cally curtailed. Both permanent and transient labor are

not only limited in social contact with peoples of simi

lar background but are forced, because of the heterogeneous

nature of the urban centers, into direct contact with others

of dissimilar backgrounds. Furthermore, because of limited

income, as well as liirdted living space, it has become in

creasingly difficult to support per®3ns other than the

immediate family. Another point which should be stressed

is that the family head in the urban areas no longer has

control over economic activities and, therefore, cannot

look aftor the welfare of members of the extended family as

he could in the traditional system. Traditional obligations

often must be overlooked in view of economic expediency#

With this smaller circle of kin, social contact must be

sought elsewhere and under different circumstances, la

this way, the trade union functions as an association in

which the individual is thrown Into social contact wi1h

others with whom he has something in coimaon. The services



p3?ovldQd by most Ghanaian and Kigai'Jan laton unions conjbln©

both the economic and the social. In the aoclal sense the

trad© union replaces traditional social organizations, such

as age grades, although on redefined lines. Another impor

tant function of the trad© union is tiist it affords a

listening board at which th'^» wage-laborer can expect to

receive a sympathetic hearing on his particular grievances.

This in itself helps to foster a transfer of allegiance

from the traditional authority to the trade union.

The trade union also has done much In demooratiaing

attitudes between members of various tribes. Most trade

union constitutions stress tiiO fact that tribal affiliation

is no bar to mfflsbershipj and indeed it would be to their

disadvantage to do so. The equality of all members has

done much to break dowi trldi-al hostilities where they exist.

However, the constitution cannot guarantee that union lead

ership will not be taken over by the dominant group within

the organization. Inter-tribal antagoni^s and jealousies

are still much in evidence in the urban areas and among

all classes even thou^ both the govarnm^t and the labor

organizations have made attempts to minimize their affocts.

In the urban areas a new class structuring has

emerged I it is based upon criteria other tiian those used

in traditional society. The values upon which this class

system is based aj?® material wealth, degree and type of

education, and occupation* All three are usually taken

together in considering social position although each forma



a separate hierarchy with its varying degrees of prestige.

Only occupational status will be considered here. Certain

occupations, here as elsewhere, conimand a greater degree of

prestige and respect than others, regardless of the amount

of Income t» be derived. In the traditional rural economy,

agricultural labor and small scale craft industries were

considered the most respected. With the expansion of edu«

cation and the Increasing Influence of modorn technology,

values have changed, I'oday, the two most sought after occu

pations are office work and truck driving. In areas there

trade unionism is strong and moat industries unionized,

prestige Is an additional benefit derived from membership,

11thin trade unions, occupational differences are also rec

ognized by the membership. In the C, D. C. Workers* Union

In Nigeria, for example, the office personal were treated

with a high degree of re^eCt by the unskilled plantation

workers. Until the practice was st»pped, only these per

sons were elected to union offices. Although trade unions

in themselves are not the cause of an occupational class

structure, they do much to foster it by defining the lines

on which it la in part drawn.

Even though the trade unions in Ghana and Nigeria

have not, until now, greatly Influenced the bulk of the

population, they remain important as an organization that

should aid in the transition from the traditional economic

system to the modern industrial system. They function as a

bridge between the old and the new, and even though they are

only one means, they are potentially a very important one.
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